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This article is a direct continuation of [B]. It contains a simple proof of

comparison theorems in p-adic Hodge theory (the Fontaine-Jannsen con-

jecture). Different proofs were found earlier by Faltings, Niziol, and Tsuji,

the case of open varieties treated by Yamashita. An alternative approach,

based on an identification of the log crystalline cohomology for lci maps with

the noncompleted (for the Hodge filtration) derived de Rham complex, was

developed by Bhatt [Bh2].

Let VarK̄ be the category of algebraic varieties over an algebraic clo-

sure K̄ of a p-adic field K. Our principal character is a natural h-sheaf

of dg algebras Acrys on VarK̄ equipped with a Frobenius action; let X �→
RΓcrys(X) := RΓ(Xh,Acrys), X ∈ VarK̄ , be the corresponding cohomology

theory. We construct Acrys applying h-localization procedure, as in [B] 2.6,

to the absolute (i.e., relative to Zp) log crystalline cohomology of log OK̄-

schemes coming from semi-stable pairs. The algebra Acrys(Spec K̄) equals

the Fontaine ring Acrys. The crystalline p-adic Poincaré lemma asserts that

Acrys⊗LZ/pn is a constant h-sheaf with fiber Acrys/p
n. It yields a morphism

of dg algebras ρcrys : RΓcrys(X) → RΓ́et(X,Zp)⊗Zp
Acrys. This crystalline pe-

riod map becomes an isomorphism after Bcrys-localization, which implies the

Fontaine-Jannsen conjecture.

The article runs as follows: §1, that takes most of the pages, is an ex-

position of log crystalline cohomology and Hyodo-Kato theory. In §2 we

define Acrys and prove the crystalline p-adic Poincaré lemma. Like its Hodge-

completed counterpart of [B] 3.3, the Poincaré lemma comes from Bhatt’s
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2 A. Beilinson

theorem [B] 4.3, [Bh1] 1.1, but to deduce it we use the conjugate spectral se-
quence instead of the Hodge-de Rham one. We also define the Hyodo-Kato
cohomology1 RΓHK(X) and identify RΓcrys(X) ⊗ Q with its twisted form;
since, by Hyodo-Kato, another twist of RΓHK(X) equals RΓdR(X), we get
control on RΓcrys(X)⊗Q. In §3 we prove the above isomorphism assertion for
ρcrys, deduce from it the Fontaine and Fontaine-Jannsen conjectures Ccrys,
Cst, Cpst, and show that the Hodge filtration completion of ρcrys equals the
period map ρdR from [B] 3.5.

I am very grateful to Bhargav Bhatt, Volodya Drinfeld, Luc Illusie,
Kazuya Kato, and the referee for valuable comments, suggestions, and cor-
rections.

1. Log crystalline cohomology: a review

The section can be divided into five parts:
(i) Log preliminaries (1.1–1.4). The main reference for log schemes is [K1];
for an expanded exposition, see [GR] Ch. 3, 7 and [Og1]. We show that the
key existence result for pd-envelopes, proved in [K1] 5.4 for fine log schemes,
remains true for integral quasi-coherent log schemes, which is our preferred
log crystalline setting.
(ii) Log crystalline basics (1.5–1.12). One finds a concise exposition of the
basics of Berthelot’s theory [Ber] in [BhdJ]; we discuss in similar vein Kato’s
log crystalline theory [K1] §§5–6, [HK] §2, including the comparison theorem
of Illusie and Olsson.
(iii) Frobenius log crystals and the Hyodo-Kato theory (1.13–1.16). We de-
duce the key global results of Hyodo-Kato directly from the identification of
nondegenerate Frobenius crystals up to isogeny on Spec (OK/p) with (ϕ,N)-
modules (cf. [Fa] §2, [Ol2] 5.3). The original approach of [HK] §5 (see also
[Ill3] §7) is local and uses de Rham-Witt complexes. The core of both argu-
ments goes back to Dwork ([Ka] 3.1).
(iv) The Fontaine rings and absolute crystalline cohomology of log schemes
over OK̄ (1.17–1.18). This is an exposition of [K2] §§3–4.
(v) Log de Rham complex in characteristic 0 (1.19). This is an exposition of
a theorem of Ogus [Og2] Th. 1.3.

1.1. Log schemes. A log scheme is denoted as (Z,M) = (Z,M, α), Z is
the underlying scheme, M is the (étale) monoid sheaf, α : M → OZ is

1It is constructed by the same procedure as RΓcrys(X) using the Hyodo-Kato
cohomology of log schemes coming from semi-stable pairs as the input.
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the log structure map. A chart, or M -chart, for it is a homomorphism of
monoids cM : M → Γ(Z,M) (the chart map) which yields an isomorphism
Ma

Z
∼→ M; here MZ is the constant sheaf of monoids on Xét with fibers

M and Ma
Z = (Ma

Z , α) is the log structure generated by the prelog one
αcM : MZ → OZ . A chart is integral if M is integral (i.e., the canonical map
M → Mgr – the group completion of M – is injective) and fine if M is fine,
i.e., integral and finitely generated.

We say that (Z,M) is log affine if Z is affine and Γ(Z,M) generates M,2

quasi-coherent ([K1] 2.1) if it admits a chart étale locally, integral3 ([K1] 2.2)
if M is integral, and fine ([K1] 2.3) if it admits a fine chart étale locally.
We identify schemes with log schemes with trivial log structure, and write
X for (X,O×

X).
The category of log schemes has finite inverse limits; the underlying

scheme functor (Z,M) �→ Z commutes with inverse limits ([K1] 1.6).
Let f : (Z,M) → (S,L) be a map of log schemes. A chart for it consists

of charts M → Γ(Z,M), L → Γ(S,L) and a map of monoids L → M such
that the evident diagram commutes. The chart is fine if both M , L are
fine.

Proposition. If (S,L) is fine, (Z,M) is integral quasi-coherent, then f
admits a chart étale locally. If (Z,M) is also fine, then f admits a fine
chart étale locally.

Proof. The second claim is [K1] 2.10. We modify Kato’s proof to cover the
first claim. Let us construct an étale neighborhood with a chart. Let {�i}i∈I
be a finite subset of Ls that generates Ls/O×

S,s. Let K ⊂ L ⊂ ZI be the

preimages of O×
S,s and Ls by the map ZI → Lgr

s , ei �→ �i. Let {kj}j∈J be a
base of K, so kj = Σnjiei−Σn′

jiei, where nji, n
′
ji ∈ N. Then ei, kj , and −kj

generate L as a monoid, with kj+Σn′
jiei = Σnjiei, kj+(−kj) = 0 being the

full set of relations as of integral monoid. As in [K1] 2.10, after localizing S,
the map L → Ls lifts to a chart cL : L → Γ(S,L).

Pick any z ∈ Z. Let us construct its étale neighborhood with a chart for
f . Localizing Z, we can assume that (Z,M) has chartM ′′ and f∗(�i) = migi,
where mi ∈ M ′′, gi ∈ Γ(Z,O×

Z ). Set hj := f∗(cL(kj)) ∈ Γ(Z,O×
Z ). Notice

that M ′ := M ′′ ⊕ Γ(Z,O×
Z ), equipped with an evident chart map cM ′ , is

another chart for M. The elements (0, hj) + Σn′
ji(mi, gi) and Σnji(mi, gi)

of M ′ are identified by cM ′ . Let M be the integral monoid quotient of M ′

2I.e., every local section of M is the product of a global section and an invertible
function.

3In present article “integral” in the sense of “reduced irreducible” (scheme) is
never used.
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modulo the relations (0, hj) +Σn′
ji(mi, gi) = Σnji(mi, gi). Then cM ′ factors

through cM : M → Γ(Z,M), which is again a chart, and we have a map of

monoids L → M which assigns to ei, kj the images of (mi, gi), (0, hj) in M .

This is the promised chart for f .

Exercises. (i) Every quasi-coherent (Z,M) admits the maximal closed inte-

gral log subscheme (Z,M)int. The log scheme (Z,M)int is quasi-coherent,

and the functor (Z,M) �→ (Z,M)int is right adjoint to the embedding of the

category of quasi-coherent integral log schemes into that of quasi-coherent

log schemes.

(ii) If (Zi,Mi), i = 1, 2, are integral quasi-coherent log schemes over a fine

log scheme (S,L), then (Z1,M1)×(S,L) (Z2,M2) is quasi-coherent.
4

(iii) Suppose (T,N ) is integral and (Z,M) ↪→ (T,N ) is an exact closed

embedding defined by a nil ideal J ⊂ OT . If Z is affine, then for any

m ∈ Γ(Z,M) the set of its liftings to Γ(T,N ) is a Γ(T, (1 + J )×)-torsor.5

(T,N ) is quasi-coherent if (and only if) such is (Z,M).6

Remarks. (i) Let f : (Z,M) → (S,L) be a map of fine log schemes; suppose

S is affine, Z/S is finitely presented. Then there is f ′ : (Z ′,M′) → (S′,L′)
having the same properties with S′ affine of finite type over Z, and a map

(S,L) → (S′,L′) such that L is the pullback of L′ and f isomorphic to the

pullback of f ′; for f log smooth, one can find log smooth f ′.
(ii) Suppose f as in (i) is log smooth, Z is affine, and we have a closed exact

embedding (S,L) ↪→ (T,N ) defined by a nil ideal J ⊂ OT ; then f is the

pullback of some log smooth fT : (ZT ,MT ) → (T,N ) defined uniquely up

to an isomorphism.7

We denote by A1
(S,L) and A

(1)
(S,L) the affine line and the logarithmic affine

line over a log scheme (S,L). Both equal SpecOS [t] as schemes, the log

structures are generated by, respectively, L and L⊕N, the latter log structure

map sends n ∈ N to tn. For a log (S,L)-scheme (Z,M), a map from it to

A1
(S,L) is (the same as) a section of OZ , a map to A

(1)
(S,L) is a section of M.

The group scheme Ga acts on A1
(S,L) by translations, Gm acts on A

(1)
(S,L) by

4Hint: Use the fact that étale locally both projections (Zi,Mi) → (S,L) admit
charts with the same L (follows from the proof of the proposition).

5Hint: T is affine and H>0(Tét, (1 + J )×) = 0.
6Hint: If Z is affine and M → Γ(Z,M) is a chart for M, then M ×Γ(Z,M)

Γ(T,N ) → Γ(T,N ) is a chart for N .
7By (i), we are reduced to the situation when J is nilpotent; now the assertion

is [K1] 3.14.
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homotheties. For a (possibly infinite) set I we denote by AI
(S,L), A

(I)
(S,L) the

fiber products of I copies of A1
(S,L), A

(1)
(S,L).

1.2. Log pd-schemes. For us, a log pd-scheme is a log scheme (T,MT )

equipped with a pd-ideal (JT , δ) (so JT is a quasi-coherent ideal in OT ,

δ a pd structure on it). A pd-thickening of a log scheme (Z,M) is an ex-
act closed embedding ([K1] 3.1) of (Z,M) into a log pd-scheme as above

such that OZ
∼→ OT /JT . Log pd-schemes, i.e., pd-thickenings, form nat-

urally a category. We often abbreviate (T,MT ,JT , δ) to (T,MT ,JT ); a
pd-thickening as above is denoted by (Z, T,MT ) or simply (Z, T ).

Let S� = (S,L, I, γ) be a log pd-scheme with p ∈ OS nilpotent, pn = 0.

Below a log scheme over S�, or a log S�-scheme, means a log scheme (Z,M)
over (S,L) such that γ extends to Z (i.e., to IOZ). A log pd-S�-scheme is a

log S�-scheme (T,MT ) equipped with a pd-ideal (JT , δ) such that γ and δ

extend to a pd structure on JT +IOT . We can consider pd-S�-thickenings of
(Z,M), etc. Notice that JT is a nil ideal (since for a ∈ JT one has ap ∈ pJT

and pn = 0). Thus pd-S�-thickenings of (Z,MZ) have Zét-local nature.

The categories of log pd-schemes, log S�-schemes, and log pd-S�-schemes
have finite inverse limits. For a group scheme G we denote by G� its pd-

envelope at 1 ∈ G; this is a group pd-scheme. One has G
�
m((Z, T )) =

Γ(T, (1 + JT )
×).

1.3. Log pd-envelopes. Suppose S� from 1.2 is such that (S,L) is quasi-

coherent. Let CS� be the category whose objects are locally closed embed-
dings8 iY : (Z,M) ↪→ (Y,N ) of log S�-schemes such that (Z,M) is integral

quasi-coherent, (Y,N ) is quasi-coherent (the morphisms are maps of (Y,N )’s

that preserve (Z,M)’s). Let TS� be the category of log pd-S�-thickenings
(Z, T ) as in 1.2 such that (T,MT ), hence (Z,M), is integral quasi-coherent.

Theorem. The evident functor TS� → CS� (forgetting of the pd structure on

JT ) admits a right adjoint.

The theorem says that every iY in CS� admits a factorization

(1.3.1) (Z,M)
iT
↪→ (T,MT )

r→ (Y,N )

with (Z, T ) ∈ TS� which is universal. Such (Z, T ) is called the pd-S�-envelope

of iY .

8I.e., (Z,M) is a closed log subscheme of an open part of (Y,N ).
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Proof. Let us construct iT . When (Z,M) is fine, (Y,N ) is coherent, this
was done by Kato [K1] 5.4. The idea of the general argument: after étale
localization and adding extra polynomial variables to Y , one can realize iY
as a filtered inverse limit of embeddings of fine log schemes, which brings iT
by loc. cit.; the extra polynomial variables are then factored off. Here are
the details:

(a) Suppose we have some factorization iT as in (1.3.1) and U ∈ Yét.
Consider the U -localizations iU : (ZU ,MZU

) := (Z,M) ×Y U ↪→ (U,NU ),
(TU ,MTU

) := (T,MT ) ×Y U . If (Z, T ) is the pd-S�-envelope of iY , then
(TU ,MTU

) is the pd-S�-envelope of iU . The converse is true if U is a covering
of Y .

(b) The assertion of the theorem has étale local nature: If U is an étale
covering of Y and iU : (ZU ,MZU

) ↪→ (U,NU ) admits the pd-S�-envelope,
then i admits the pd-S�-envelope. Proof: Let us construct the pd-S�-envelope
(Z, T ). We can assume that Z, Y , U are affine schemes, Z is closed in Y . By
(a), if U ′ ∈ Yét admits a morphism to U , then iU ′ admits the pd-S�-envelope.
Take U ′ := U ×Y U ; let (TU ,MTU

), (TU ′ ,MTU′ ) be the pd-envelopes. Then
TU ′ is an equivalence relation on TU by (a), and the schemes TU , TU ′ are
affine (since such are ZU , ZU ′). Define T as the affine scheme quotient of TU

modulo the equivalence relation TU ′ , i.e., T is an affine scheme with Γ(T,OT )
equal to the equalizer of Γ(TU ,OTU

) ⇒ Γ(TU ′ ,OTU′ ). It is a pd-thickening
of Z over Y relative to (S, I, γ). The map TU → T is an étale covering and
TU ′ = TU ×T TU (indeed, since our claim has étale local nature with respect
to Y , to check it we can assume that i admits pd-S�-envelope, and then it
follows by (a)). We define the log structure MT by the étale descent from
MTU

. Then (Z, T ) is the pd-S�-envelope of iY by (a).
(c) The pd-S�-envelope of iY equals that of (Z,M) ↪→ (Y,N )int, so we

can assume that (Y,N ) is integral. The pd-S�-envelope of iY equals its pd-
Y �-envelope, where Y � = (Y,N , IOY ), so we can assume that (Y,N ) =
(S,L). By (b), we can assume that Z, Y are affine, Z closed in Y , and one
has integral monoids M,N and charts M → Γ(Z,M), N → Γ(Y,N ).

Pick a set of generators {mi}i∈I of M . Let iV : (Z,M) ↪→ (V,K) :=

A
(I)
(Y,N ) be the lifting of iY that corresponds to {mi} (see 1.1). Let us show

that iV admits a pd-Y �-envelope (T̃ ,MT̃ ).
For a subset J of I let M(J) be the submonoid of M generated by

mj , j ∈ J , and M(J) → OZ be the log structure generated by prelog one
M(J)Z → OZ ; there is an evident morphism M(J) → M. Let S be the set
of triples s = (N s, Is, γs), N s is a finitely generated submonoid of N , Is is
a finite subset of I, γs : N s → Γ(Z,M(Is)) is a map of monoids which lifts
the composition N s ⊂ N → Γ(Y,N ) → Γ(Z,M). The natural order on S
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makes it a directed set, and for every finitely generated N ′ ⊂ N and finite

I ′ ⊂ I one can find s ∈ S with N ′ ⊂ N s, I ′ ⊂ Is.

For s ∈ S let N s → OY , Ks → OV be the log structures generated by the

prelog ones N s
Y → OY , N

s
V ⊕ N[Is]V → OV ; set Ms := M(Is). The map of

monoids N s⊕N[Is] → Γ(Z,Ms), which is γs on the first component and the

evident map on the second one, extends Z ↪→ V to a closed embedding of fine

log schemes isV : (Z,Ms) ↪→ (V,Ks). Let (Z,Ms) ↪→ (T̃ s,MT̃ s) → (V,Ks)

be its pd-Y s�-envelope, where Y s� = (Y,N s, IOY ). By [K1] 5.4, it exists

and T̃ s is affine. When s ∈ S varies, the pd-envelopes form an S-projective
system. Its projective limit is the promised pd-Y �-envelope (T̃ ,MT̃ ) of iV .

Indeed, (T̃ ,MT̃ ) is evidently integral, hence it is quasi-coherent by Exercise

(iii) in 1.1, so (Z, T̃ ) ∈ TY � , and the universality property is evident.

(d) As in 1.1, (V,K) carries the GI
m-action.9 By the universality property,

the group pd-scheme G
�I
m (see 1.2) acts on (T̃ ,MT̃ ). Let (T,MT ) be the

quotient log pd-Y �-scheme, so T = Spec (O(T̃ )G
�I
m ) and MT is the sheaf

of G
�I
m-invariant sections of MT̃ . Let us show that the evident map iT :

(S,M) → (T,MT ) is the pd-Y �-envelope of iY .

By construction, (T,MT ) is a log pd-Y �-scheme with T affine and MT

integral. iT is a closed embedding of log schemes since (S,M) is a closed

log subscheme of (Y,N ). It is exact since iV is exact. By Exercise (iii) in

1.1, (T,MT ) is quasi-coherent. Thus (Z, T ) ∈ TY � . It remains to prove the

universality property.

Suppose (Z ′, T ′) ∈ TY � is such that the structure map (T ′,M′
T ′) →

(Y,N ) sends (Z ′,M′) to (Z,M); we want to show that there is a unique TY �-

morphism (Z ′, T ′) → (Z, T ). We can assume that Z ′ is affine, so the set of

TY �-morphisms (Z ′, T ′) → (Z, T̃ ) is a G
�I
m((Z ′, T ′))-torsor (see Exercise (iii)

in 1.1). So there is a unique (Z ′, T ′) → (Z, T ) that can be lifted to (Z, T̃ ).

To finish the proof, it suffices to check that every s : (Z, T ) → (Z, T̃ ) is a

section of the projection p : (Z, T̃ ) → (Z, T ). Now ps = id(Z,T ) amounts to

psp = p, which is clear since sp = g · id(Z,T̃ ) for some g ∈ G
�I
m((Z, T̃ )).

1.4. Log pd-smooth thickenings. An object (Z, T ) of TS� (see 1.3) is said to

be pd-S�-smooth if the next condition is satisfied: Suppose we have (Z ′, T ′) ∈
TS� such that Z ′ is affine (as a plain scheme); then any map of log (S,L)-
schemes (Z ′,M′) → (Z,M) can be extended to a morphism (Z ′, T ′) →
(Z, T ) in TS� .

9For g = (gi) ∈ GI
m one has g∗(ti) = g−1

i ti.
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Remarks. (i) Suppose (Z,M) is an integral quasi-coherent log S�-scheme,

and we have its closed embedding i into AI
(S,L) ×(S,L) A

(J)
(S,L), where I, J are

two sets (see 1.1). Then the pd-S�-envelope (P,MP ) of i is pd-S�-smooth.
We call such pd-S�-thickenings coordinate ones. If (Z,M) is log affine (see
1.1), then a coordinate thickening always exists, and an arbitrary (Z, T ) ∈
TS� is pd-S�-smooth if and only if it is retract of a coordinate one.
(ii) Suppose (S,L) and (Z,M) are fine, and iY : (Z,M) ↪→ (Y,N ) is a
closed embedding of log S�-schemes with (Y,MY ) log smooth over (S,L)
(see [K1] 3.3). Then its pd-S�-envelope is pd-S�-smooth.
(iii) For any integral quasi-coherent log affine (Z,M) over S� there is a
universal i as in (i): Take I = Γ(Z,OZ), J = Γ(Z,M), the embedding i is
the evident one. The corresponding (P univ,MP univ) depends on (Z,M) in a
functorial way.

Question. Is it true that property of being pd-S�-smooth is étale local?

1.5. Log crystalline site. For S� as in 1.3 and a log S�-scheme (Z,M) which
is integral and quasi-coherent, the log crystalline site ((Z,M)/S�)crys =

(Z/S)logcrys is formed by pairs that consist of an étale Z-scheme U/Z and
a pd-S�-thickening (U, T ) ∈ TS� of (U,MU ). The coverings are étale ones,
i.e., collections of morphisms such that the maps of T ’s form an étale cov-
ering. The structure sheaf OZ/S of (Z/S)logcrys is OZ/S(U, T ) := Γ(T,OT );
let JZ/S be its canonical pd-ideal, JZ/S(U, T ) := Γ(T,JT ), so OZ/S/JZ/S

equals OZét
. One has a canonical morphism of topoi ulogZ/S : (Z/S)logcrys̃ → Z ˜́et,

ulogZ/S∗(F)(U) := Γ((U/S)logcrys,F).

Remark. For (Z, T ) ∈ (Z/S)logcrys, any sheaf F on (Z/S)logcrys yield naturally
a sheaf F(Z,T ) on Zét = Tét with Γ(Z,F(Z,T )) = F(Z, T ). The functor F �→
F(Z,T ) is exact, so the evident natural map ulogZ/S∗(F) → F(Z,T ) yields one

RulogZ/S∗(F) → F(Z,T ).

Proposition. The category (Z/S)logcrys has non-empty finite inverse limits.

Proof. It suffices to check that it has non-empty finite products and fiber
products.

(a) For (Ui, Ti) ∈ (Z/S)logcrys, i = 1, 2, let us construct their product
(U, T ). One has U = U1×ZU2. To define T , consider the diagonal embedding
iY : (U,MU ) ↪→ (Y,N ) := (T1,MT1

)×(T2,MT2
). The ideal of OY generated

by the pullbacks of JTi
+ IOTi

is a pd-ideal, so we have the log pd-scheme
Y �. Let (U, T ′) be the pd-Y �-envelope of iY (it is well defined since (Y,N ) is
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integral quasi-coherent). Our (T,MT ) is an exact closed log pd-subscheme
of (T ′,MT ′) defined as follows. Let pi be the compositions (T ′,MT ′) →
(Ti,MTi

) → (S,L). Let J 0
T ′ be the ideal in OT ′ generated by local sections

p∗1(f)−p∗2(f), f ∈ OS , and (p∗1(�)/p
∗
2(�))−1, � ∈ L. Here p∗i (�) are sections of

MT ′ with the same image inMU , so their ratio is a section ofO×
T ′ that equals

1 on U .10 The ideal J 0
T ′ is quasi-coherent since (S,L) is quasi-coherent, and

J 0
T ′ ⊂ JT ′ . Now the ideal of T in OT ′ is the pd-ideal generated by J 0

T ′ . Since

pi coincide on (T,MT ), our (U, T ) is an object of (Z/S)logcrys. We leave it to
the reader to check that it is the product of (Ui, Ti).

(b) For morphisms (Ui, Ti) → (V,Q), i = 1, 2, in (Z/S)logcrys, let us con-
struct their fiber product (W,P ). One has W = U1 ×V U2. This is an open
subset of U1 ×Z U2; let (W,P ′) be the restriction to W of the product of
(Ui, Ti) (see (a)). Our (W,P ) is an exact closed log pd-subscheme of (W,P ′)
whose pd-ideal J ′

P ′ ⊂ JP ′ is defined as follows. Let qi be the compositions
(P ′,MP ′) → (Ti,MTi

) → (Q,MQ). We can work étale locally on V , so let
us assume that V is affine and MQ has a chart M → Γ(Q,MQ). Now J ′

P ′ is
generated by sections q∗1(g)− q∗2(g), g ∈ Γ(Q,OQ), and (q∗1(m)/q∗2(m))− 1,
m ∈ M .

Let f : (Z ′,M′)/S′� → (Z,M)/S� be a map of the above data. A

presheaf F ′ on (Z ′/S′)logcrys yields a presheaf fcrys ∗(F ′) on (Z/S)logcrys with
fcrys ∗(F ′)(U, T ) := Γ(((UZ′ ,M′

UZ′ )/T
�)crys,F ′), where UZ′ := U ×Z Z ′,

T � := (T,MT ,JT + IOT ). If F ′ is a sheaf, then fcrys ∗(F ′) is a sheaf. There
is an evident map OZ/S → fcrys ∗(OZ′/S′).

Corollary. fcrys ∗ defines a morphism of ringed topoi fcrys : (Z
′/S′)logcrys̃ →

(Z/S)logcrys̃.

Proof. For (U ′, T ′) ∈ (Z ′/S′)logcrys let Cf = Cf (U
′, T ′) be the category of pairs

((U, T ), g) where (U, T ) ∈ (Z/S)logcrys, g : (U ′, T ′) → (U, T ) is a map of pd-S�-
thickenings compatible with f . The proposition implies that Cf has finite

inverse limits, so C◦
f is directed. For a presheaf F on (Z/S)logcrys, its pullback

f−1
crys(F) assigns to (U ′, T ′) the colimit of the functor ((U, T ), g) �→ F(U, T )
on C◦

f .
11 If F is a sheaf, then f∗

crys(F) is the sheaf associated with f−1
crys(F).

Since C◦
f is directed, f−1

crys commutes with finite inverse limits, so same is
true for f∗

crys. We are done.

10Since (U,MU ) ↪→ (T ′,MT ′) is an exact embedding with nil ideal JT ′ , MU is
the quotient of MT ′ modulo the action of 1 + JT ′ ⊂ O×

T ′ , and this action is free
since MT ′ is integral.

11 C◦
f contains a small cofinal subcategory, so the colimit is well defined.
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1.6. Log crystalline cohomology. For (U, T ) ∈ (Z/S)logcrys, let (U, T∗) be the

restriction to U ⊂ U×Z . . .×ZU of the standard simplicial object of (Z/S)logcrys

with terms (U, Ta) := (U, T )[0,a] (the product is computed in (Z/S)logcrys,
see Proposition in 1.5). The construction is natural and compatible with

étale localization, hence any sheaf F on (Z/S)logcrys yields a cosimplicial sheaf
(U, T ) �→ F(U, T∗). If F is a sheaf of abelian groups, then let C·F be the
normalized complex of this cosimplicial sheaf. The functor C· is exact. There
is an evident projection α : C·F → F .

The embedding H0C·F ↪→ F yields an isomorphism ulogZ/S∗(H
0C·F)

∼→
ulogZ/S∗(F), so we have a natural map β : ulogZ/S∗(F) → ulogZ/S∗(C·F) right

inverse to ulogZ/S∗(α).

Suppose we have (Z, T ) ∈ (Z/S)logcrys. Due to exactness of C·, the natural

map ulogZ/S∗(C·F) → C·F(Z,T ) yields one R(ulogZ/S∗C·)(F) → C·F(Z,T ).

Proposition. (i) One has R(ulogZ/S∗C·)(F)
∼→ RulogZ/S∗(F).

(ii) If (Z,P ) ∈ (Z/S)logcrys is pd-S�-smooth, then R(ulogZ/S∗C·)(F)
∼→ C·F(Z,P ).

Thus

(1.6.1) RulogZ/S∗(F)
∼→ C·F(Z,P ).

Proof. Deriving α and β, we get R(ulogZ/S∗C·)(F) � RulogZ/S∗(F) whose com-

position in one direction is identity; we want to check they are mutually
inverse. The problem is local, so we can assume that there is P as in (ii) and

Z is affine. Since (Z,P ) is pd-S�-smooth, one has ulogZ/S∗(F)
∼→ H0C·F(Z,P ).

To prove (i), (ii), it suffices then to find for every F an embedding F ↪→ F̃
such that H �=0C·F̃(Z,P ) = 0.

For (Z, T ) ∈ (Z/S)logcrys consider the simplicial object (Z,P∗)×(Z, T ) aug-
mented over (Z, T ). The augmentation admits an inverse up to homotopy:
indeed, any map (Z, T ) → (Z,P ) yields one in the usual way, and such a
map exists since (Z,P ) is pd-S�-smooth. So the sheaf (U, T ′) �→ F̃(U, T ′) :=
F((U, T ′)×(Z, T )) satisfies H �=0C·F̃(Z,P ) = 0. If (Z, T ) is pd-S�-smooth (say,

(Z, T ) = (Z,P )), then the evident map ν : F → F̃ is injective;12 q.e.d.

Remark. (i) Suppose (Z,P ) is a coordinate thickening as in Remark (i) in 1.4.

The GI
a×GJ

m-action on AI
(S,L)×(S,L)A

(J)
(S,L) (see 1.1)

13 yields, by universality,

12Indeed, for U affine one can find a map (U, T ′) → (Z, T ), which yields a left
inverse to ν.
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a G
�I
a ×G

�J
m -action on (Z,P ) (see 1.2). Then (Z,P ) is a G

�I
a ×G

�J
m -torsor on

(Z/S)logcrys. Thus (Z,Pa) = (G�I
a ×G

�J
m )a×(Z,P ) and (Z,P∗) is the “universal

simplicial G�I
a ×G

�J
m -quotient” for the G

�I
a ×G

�J
m -action on (Z,P ).

(ii) If (Z,P ) is pd-S�-smooth, then it is a covering of (Z/S)logcrys.

(iii) If no pd-S�-smooth (Z,P ) is available, one can compute RulogZ/S∗(F) by

either of the next procedures:
– By Remark (i) in 1.4 and Proposition in 1.5, any étale hypercovering
p : U· → Z with log affine (U0,MU0

) has a pd-S�-smooth thickening (U·, P·),

so RulogZ/S∗(F)
∼→ Rp∗C·F(U·,P·).

– Replace Zét by an equivalent topology Zét′ formed by those étale U/Z that
(U,MU ) is log affine. Then U �→ Γ(U, C·F(U,P univ)) (see Remark (iii) in 1.4)

is a presheaf on Zét′ ; its sheafification equals RulogZ/S∗(F).

– Consider for each U ∈ Xét the category S(U) of its pd-S�-smooth thick-
enings. Then14 the presheaf U �→ holim(U,P )∈S(U)RΓ(U, C·F(U,P )) represents

RulogZ/S∗(F).

1.7. Log O-crystals and connections. For (U, T ) ∈ (Z/S)logcrys its de Rham
pd-algebra Ω·

(U,T )/S is the quotient of the log de Rham dg algebra Ω·
(T,MT )/(S,L)

(see [K1] 1.7, 1.9) modulo the relations d(u[n]) = u[n−1]du, u ∈ JT . This
is a sheaf of commutative dg OS-algebras on Tét = Uét whose terms are
quasi-coherent OT -modules (since (T,MT ) and (S,L) are quasi-coherent).

It carries the Hodge pd-filtration Fm, FmΩa
(Z,T )/S := J [m−a]

T Ωa
(Z,T )/S ; one

has Fm · F � ⊂ Fm+�. We get a sheaf Ω·
Z/S of filtered commutative dg alge-

bras on (Z/S)logcrys, Ω·
Z/S(U, T ) := Γ(T,Ω·

(U,T )/S).

Exercises. (i) If (U, T ) is the pd-envelope of (U,M) ↪→ (Y,N ) as in (1.3.1),

then the composition r∗Ω1
(Y,N )/(S,L)

r∗→ Ω1
(T,MT )/(S,L) � Ω1

(U,T )/S is an iso-
morphism.
(ii) If (U, T ) is a pd-smooth thickening and U is affine, then Ω1

Z/S(U, T ) is a

projective Γ(T,OT )-module.15

Here is another description of Ω·
Z/S . For (U, T ) ∈ (Z/S)logcrys let (U, T∗)

be the simplicial object defined in 1.6. Let VT1
⊂ OT1

be the ideal of the

13An element ((hi), (gj))i∈I,j∈J ∈ GI
a ×GJ

m acts as ti �→ ti − hi, tj �→ g−1
i tj .

14To define holim, one should take care of the usual set-theoretic difficulties.
15Our assertion is local, so we can assume that (Z,M) is log affine; by Remark (i)

in 1.4, we can assume that (Z, T ) is a coordinate thickening; now the assertion
follows from (i).
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subscheme T = T0 of T1, V [2]
T1

⊂ OT1
be its divided powers square. Let

T �
∗ be the closed exact simplicial log subscheme of T∗ whose cosimplicial

ideal in OT∗ is generated by V [2]
T1
. The normalized complex N·(OT �

∗
) equipped

with the Alexander-Whitney product is a sheaf of dg algebras on Uét that

depends functorially on (U, T ). Thus we have a sheaf Ω�·
Z/S of dg algebras

on (Z/S)logcrys, Ω�·
Z/S(U, T ) := Γ(U,N·(OT �

∗
)).

Proposition. One has a natural isomorphism of dg algebras φ· : Ω·
Z/S

∼→
Ω�·
Z/S.

Proof. We will construct a natural isomorphism ϕ· : Ω·
(U,T )/S

∼→ N·(OT �
∗
)

of sheaves of dg algebras on Uét. It satisfies the properties φ0 = idOT
and

φ1(d log(m)) = (p∗1(m)/p∗0(m))− 1 ∈ VT1
/V [2]

T1
= N1(OT �

∗
) for m ∈ MT (here

pi : T
�
1 → T are the projections) that determine ϕ· uniquely.16

(a) Recall that, by Dold-Puppe, the normalization functor N· is an equiv-

alence between the category of cosimplicial abelian groups and the category

of complexes vanishing in negative degrees; let K∗ be the inverse equivalence.
Both categories carry the usual symmetric tensor products ⊗. The functors

N· and K∗ transform algebras to algebras (using the Alexander-Whitney

and shuffle products respectively); both send associative algebras to asso-

ciative ones, and K∗ transforms commutative algebras to commutative ones.

If C · is a dg algebra, then the identification of complexes N·K∗(C ·)
∼→ C · is

compatible with the products.

Some explicit formulas: Below ∂i : [0, n−1] → [0, n], σi : [0, n] → [0, n−1]

are the standard face and degeneration maps, σi∂i = σi∂i+1 = id[0,n−1]. Let

A∗ be a cosimplicial abelian group and C · be a complex that correspond

one to another by N· and K∗. For a monotone map e : [0,m] → [0, n] we

write the cosimplicial structure map e = eA : Am → An also as a �→ ea. One

has Cn = ∩Kerσi ⊂ An, and d = Σ(−1)i∂i|C . For m ∈ [0, n] let E(m,n) be

the set of increasing injections e : [0,m] ↪→ [0, n] such that e(0) = 0.17 Let
eCm ⊂ An be the image of Cm ⊂ Am by the (injective) map eA. One has a

Dold-Puppe direct sum decomposition

(1.7.1) An = ⊕m≤n ⊕e∈E(m,n)
eCm.

16Since Ω·
(U,T )/S is generated, as a dg algebra, by Ω0

(U,T )/S and d log(MT ) ⊂
Ω1

(U,T )/S .
17The map e �→ e([1,m]) identifies E(m,n) with the set of all order m subsets

of [1, n].
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For a monotone g : [0, n] → [0, �] the components of the map gA : An → A�

are as follows: For ec ∈ eCm one has gA(
ec) = 0 if ge : [0,m] → [0, �] is not

injective, and gA(
ec) = gec if ge ∈ E(m, �). Otherwise we have [ge] ∈ E(m+

1, �) such that [ge]∂0 = ge, and gA(
ec) = [ge](dc) − Σ1≤i≤m+1(−1)i [ge]∂ic.

Here ∂i : [0,m] → [0,m+ 1] are the usual face maps.

If C · is a dg algebra, then the corresponding shuffle product on A∗ looks
as follows. For e1 ∈ E(m1, n), e2 ∈ E(m2, n), c1 ∈ Cm1 , c2 ∈ Cm2 the shuffle
product e1c1

e2c2 vanishes if e([1,m1])e2([1,m2]) 	= ∅; otherwise it equals
±e(c1c2) where e ∈ E(m1 +m2, n) has image {0} ∪ e1([1,m1]) ∪ e2([1,m2])
and ± is the sign of the permutation σ of [1,m+m′] such that σ(a) equals
e−1e1(a) if a ≤ m1, and e−1e2(a−m) if a > m1. Notice that the product on
each eCm vanishes if m 	= 0.

Suppose C · is a strictly18 commutative dg algebra, so the shuffle product
on A∗ is commutative. Let V n be the kernel of the degeneration map An �
A0. Then V ∗ is a cosimplicial ideal in A∗. It carries a unique pd structure
such that the cosimplicial structure maps are pd-morphisms and c[k] = 0 for
c ∈ Cm ⊂ Am, k > 1, m > 0.19 More generally, suppose we have a pd-ideal
J ⊂ C0 = A0. Then the pd structures on J and V ∗ are compatible (i.e.,
extend to the pd structure on the cosimplicial ideal J∗

A they generate that
is compatible with the cosimplicial structure maps) if and only if for every
f ∈ J , n > 0 one has d(f [n]) = f [n−1]d(f).20

(b) Set Ω· := Ω·
(U,T )/S , and consider the cosimplicial commutative alge-

bra A∗ := K∗(Ω·). By (a), the pd structure on JT ⊂ OT = A0 yields a pd
structure on the corresponding cosimplicial ideal J∗

A; notice that An/Jn
A =

OT /JT = OU . The log structure MT extends naturally to a log structure
on the simplicial scheme SpecA∗: We define MSpecAn as the pullback of
MT by either of the n + 1 simplicial structure projections pi = Spec(δiA) :

18Which means that c2 = 0 for c of odd degree.
19One has V n = ⊕m>0

eCm as in (1.7.1). For v ∈ V n let vm,e ∈ eCm be the

components of v. If we have our pd-structure, then v
[>1]
m,e = 0 implies that v[k] =

Σ
P

Π
(m,e)∈P

v(m,e), where P runs the set of all k element subsets of m>0 E(m,n).

Now take this formula as the definition of divided powers on V n. The axioms of
pd-structure are clear. To show that gA : An → A� are pd-morphisms, it suffices
to check that (gA(vm,e))

[k] = 0 for k > 1. This is immediate for m > 1 and follows
from strict commutativity for m = 1.

20Notice that Jn
A = δ0J ⊕V n, where δ0J ⊂ δ0C0, {δ0} = E(0, n). So we set (δ0f +

v)[k] := Σa
δ0f [a]v[k−a]. One easily checks the pd structure axioms. The compatibility

with cosimplicial structure is enough to check for the map ∂0A : J → J1
A. Then

∂0A(f)
[n] = (δ0f + df)[n] = δ0f [n] + f [n−1]df and ∂0A(f

[n]) = δ0f [n] + d(f [n]), q.e.d.
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SpecAn → SpecA0 = T , where δi : [0, 0] → [0, n] is δi(0) = i. The pullbacks
are identified as p∗i (m) = (1 − δi,jA(d log(m)))p∗j (m) for i < j, m ∈ MT ,

where δi,j : [0, 1] → [0, n] is δi,j(0) = i, δi,j(1) = j, and d log(m) ∈ Ω1 ⊂ A1.

The log and pd structures make (U, SpecA∗) a simplicial object of (Z/S)logcrys.

By the definition of T∗, there is a unique map (U, SpecA∗) → (U, T∗) in

(Z/S)logcrys that equals idT in degree 0. It evidently takes image in (U, T �
∗).

We have defined a morphism of cosimplicial algebras OT �
∗
→ A∗, hence

a morphism of dg algebras ψ· : N·(OT �
∗
) → N·(A∗) = Ω·. It remains to show

that ψ· is an isomorphism: the promised identification ϕ· is its inverse.

(c) Below N· := N·(OT �
∗
). Let us first check that ψ1 : N1 → Ω1 is an

isomorphism. We have T ↪→ T �
1 and the two retractions p0, p1 : T

�
1 → T . Our

N1 is the ideal of T in OT �
1
; it has square zero; p0 yields a splitting OT ⊕

N1 ∼→ OT �
1
and an identification of log structures p∗0(MT )

∼→ MT �
1
. The

other retraction p1 amounts then to an OT -linear map φ1 : Ω1
(T,MT )/(S,L) →

N1 such that φ1(d(f)) = p∗1(f) − p∗0(f), φ
1(d log(m)) = p∗1(m)/p∗0(m) − 1.

Since pi are pd-morphisms and divided powers of degree > 1 vanish on N1,

φ1 factors through Ω1 (cf. the computation in the last footnote in (a)). Since
the images of OT and MT by p∗0 and p∗1 generate OT �

1
, φ1 is surjective. Since

ψ1φ1 = idΩ1 by the construction of ψ1, φ1 is inverse to ψ1.

(d) For n ≥ 2, let σi : OT �
n
� OT �

n−1
, i ∈ [0, n − 1], be the standard

degeneration maps, σi∂i = σi∂i+1 = id[0,n−1]. Then the kernel VT �
n
of the de-

generation map OT �
n
� OT equals ΣiKer(σi), N

n = ∩iKer(σi), and Ker(σi)

equals the ideal in OT �
n
generated by δi,i+1( N

1). Thus Ker(σi)
[2] = VT �

n
Nn =

(Nn)[2] = 0.

For c ∈N1 one has c∪c = 0 (here ∪ is the Alexander-Whitney product).21

Thus the subalgebra of N· generated by N≤1 is strictly commutative. This
subalgebra is closed under differential, since N1 is generated, as an OT -
module, by cycles.22 By the universality property of Ω· and (c), there is a

unique map of dg algebras φ· : Ω· → N· such that ψ·φ· = idΩ· .

It remains to prove that φ· is surjective, or, equivalently, that the im-
age A∗ of K∗(φ·) equals OT �

∗
. Since OT �

∗
is generated, as cosimplicial al-

gebra, by OT �
1
, it suffices to show that A∗ is a subalgebra of OT �

∗
. Notice

that An, n > 0, is generated, as an abelian group, by elements δ0(f),

f ∈ OT , and eA(ν1 ∪ . . . ∪ νm), νi ∈ Ω1, e ∈ E(m,n), 0 < m ≤ n. One

21 Indeed, c ∪ c := ∂2(c)∂0(c) = (∂2(c) + ∂0(c))
[2] = (∂1(c) + d(c))[2] = 0, since

∂i(c)
[2] = ∂1(c)d(c) = d(c)[2] = 0.

22Namely, d(f) and φ1(d log(m)), where f ∈ OT , m ∈ MT , see (c).
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has δ0(f)eA(ν1 ∪ . . . ∪ νm) = eA(fν1 ∪ . . . ∪ νm). Since δ0,j(ν)δ0,j(ν
′) ∈

δ0,j((N
1)2) = 0, one has ν1 ∪ . . . ∪ νm := δ0,1(ν1)δ1,2(ν2) . . . δm−1,m(νm) =

δ0,1(ν1)δ0,2(ν2) . . . δ0,m(νm).23 Thus eA(ν1 ∪ . . . ∪ νm)eA′(ν ′1 ∪ . . . ∪ ν ′m′) =
δ0,e(1)(ν1) . . . δ0,e(m)(νm)δ0,e′(1)(ν

′
1) . . . δ0,e′(m′)(ν

′
m′) vanishes if e([1,m]) ∩

e′([1,m′]) 	= ∅ and otherwise equals ±e′′A(ν1∪ . . .∪νm∪ν ′1∪ . . .∪ν ′m′), where
e′′ ∈ E(m+m′, n), e′′([1,m+m′]) = e([1,m]) ∪ e′[1,m′]). We are done.

A sheaf F of OZ/S-modules on (Z/S)logcrys is said to be OZ/S-crystal if

for every morphism φ : (U ′, T ′) → (U, T ) in (Z/S)logcrys the pullback map
φ−1F(U,T ) → F(U ′,T ′) yields an isomorphism of OT ′-modules φ∗F(U,T )

∼→
F(U ′,T ′). For such an F , let Ω·

Z/SF be the normalization of the cosimplicial

sheaf (U, T ) �→ F(U, T �
∗). By Proposition, Ω·

Z/SF is a dg Ω·
Z/S-module and

Ωi
Z/SF = Ωi

Z/S ⊗OZ/S
F . So Ω·

Z/SF is the de Rham complex for the flat

connection ∇ := d0 : F → Ω1
Z/S ⊗OZ/S

F .

Theorem. Suppose (Z,P ) is a pd-S�-smooth thickening. Then the connec-
tion ∇(Z,P ) : F(Z,P ) → Ω1

(Z,P )/S ⊗OP
F(Z,P ) is quasi-nilpotent (see [K1] 6.2).

The functor F �→ (F(Z,P ),∇(Z,P )) is an equivalence between the category
of OZ/S-crystals and that of OP -modules equipped with an integrable quasi-
nilpotent connection.

Proof. This is theorem 6.2 from [K1] (it is stated in loc. cit. under the
assumption that M is fine; the proof works in our setting as well).

1.8. Comparison with the de Rham cohomology. Below we callRulogZ/S∗(OZ/S)

and RΓ((Z/S)logcrys,OZ/S) = RΓ(Zét, RulogZ/S∗(OZ/S)) simply the log crystal-

line complexes. These are E∞ algebras.24 Suppose F is an OZ/S-crystal, so

RulogZ/S∗(F) is aRulogZ/S∗(OZ/S)-module,RΓ((Z/S)logcrys,F) is anRΓ((Z/S)logcrys,

OZ/S)-module.

Theorem. (i) The evident projection Ω·
Z/S → OZ/S yields a quasi-isomor-

phism RulogZ/S∗(Ω
·
Z/SF)

∼→ RulogZ/S∗(F).

23Indeed, by induction by m, one has ν1 ∪ . . .∪ νm = δ0,1(ν1) . . . δ0,m−1(νm−1)×
δm−1,m(νm). Since δm−1,m(νm) − δ0,m(νm) = δ0,m−1(νm) + eA(d(νm)), where e ∈
E(2, n), e(1) = m− 1, e(2) = m, and eA(d(νm)) = Σ δ0,m−1(ν

′
i)δm−1,m(ν′′i ), we see

that δ0,m−1(νm−1)δm−1,m(νm) = δ0,m−1(νm−1)δ0,m(νm), hence the assertion.
24I.e., dg algebras which are commutative up to a coherent system of higher

homotopies. See [HS] for a nice, if old-fashioned, initial exposition (which explains,
in particular, the E∞ algebra structure on the log crystalline complexes defined
explicitly using the Godement resolution).
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(ii) For any pd-S�-smooth (Z,P ) ∈ (Z/S)logcrys the natural map

RulogZ/S∗(Ω
·
Z/SF) → (Ω·

Z/SF)(Z,P ) is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus (cf. [K1]

6.4)

(1.8.1) RulogZ/S∗(F)
∼→ (Ω·

Z/SF)(Z,P ).

Proof. The assertions are local, so we can assume that we have (Z,P ) as

in (ii) and (Z,M) is log affine (see 1.1). Pick a pd-S�-smooth (Z, T ) (say,

a copy of (Z,P )). Let (Z,Q∗) be the product of (Z, T∗) and (Z,P ); this is

a simplicial object of (Z/S)logcrys augmented over (Z,P ). Consider the total

complex of the cosimplicial complex (Ω·
Z/T∗

F)(Z,Q∗). Let us show that the

pullback maps are quasi-isomorphisms:

(1.8.2) (C·F)(Z,T ) = F(Z,T∗)
∼→ (Ω·

Z/T∗
F)(Z,Q∗)

∼← (Ω·
Z/SF)(Z,P ).

First arrow: Let us check that the maps F(Z,Ti) → (Ω·
Z/Ti

F)(Z,Qi) are

quasi-isomorphisms. By Remark (i) in 1.4, (Z,P ) is a retract of a coordinate

pd-S�-thickening (Z,P ′). Let (Z,Q′
i) be the product of (Z, Ti) and (Z,P ′).

Then Ω·
(Z,Qi)/Ti

is a retract of Ω·
(Z,Q′

i)/Ti
, so the assertion for Ω·

(Z,Q′
i)/Ti

im-

plies that for Ω·
(Z,Qi)/Ti

(since the map F(Z,Ti) → H0(Ω·
Z/Ti

F)(Z,Qi) is injec-

tive). By Remark (i) in 1.6, (Z,Q′
i) is a G

�I
m × G

�J
a -torsor over (Z, Ti), and

we are done by the evident computation of the de Rham pd-complexes of

G
�
m and G

�
a.

Second arrow: Let us check that the maps (Ωa
Z/SF)(Z,P ) → (Ωa

Z/T∗
F)(Z,Q∗)

are quasi-isomorphisms. For case a = 0, see the proof of the proposition in

1.6; the general case follows by base change since Ωa
(Z,P )/S is OP -flat by

Exercise (ii) in 1.7.

Since diagrams (1.8.2) are compatible with maps between P ’s, we see

that the simplicial structure maps (Ω·
Z/SF)(Z,Pi) → (Ω·

Z/SF)(Z,Pj) are quasi-

isomorphisms. Now both (ii) and (i) of the theorem follow from the propo-

sition in 1.6, q.e.d.

Remarks. (i) If no global (Z,P ) as in above is available, then one can com-

pute RulogZ/S∗(F) using (1.8.1) and Remark (iii) in 1.6.

(ii) If (S,L) is fine and (Z,M) is log smooth over (S,L), then (1.8.1) implies

(1.8.3) RulogZ/S∗(F)
∼→ (Ω·

Z/SF)(Z,M).
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(iii) The map Ω·
Z/S → OZ/S sends FmΩ·

Z/SF to J [m]
Z/SF (see 1.7 for the

notation). The quasi-isomorphisms in the statement of the proposition are, in
fact, filtered quasi-isomorphisms for these filtrations. The proof is the same –
just replace “quasi-isomorphism” in it by “filtered quasi-isomorphism”.
(iv) Quasi-isomorphism (1.8.1) coincides with the composition of maps in
(1.8.2) and, via (1.6.1) and 1.7, with (the normalization of) the restriction
map of cosimplicial sheaves FP∗ → FP �

∗
.

1.9. Comparison with derived de Rham cohomology. We discuss log version
of Illusie’s comparison theorem [Ill2] Ch. VIII, 2.2.8 due to Olsson [Ol1] 6.10.

Let LΩ·
(Z,M)/(S,L) be the derived log de Rham complex (we use Gabber’s

construction, [Ol1] §8 or [Bh2] §6, to be recalled in a moment; see [B] 3.1
for a short review and the notation used below). This is a commutative dg
OS-algebra on Zét equipped with the Hodge filtration Fm. Let us define a
natural morphism of filtered commutative dg OS-algebras

(1.9.1) LΩ·
(Z,M)/(S,L) → RulogZ/S∗(OZ/S).

Assume for simplicity that S = SpecA, L comes from a prelog structure
L → A.25 For a log affine U ∈ Zét set B := Γ(U,OU ), M := Γ(U,MU ), so
we have (B,M)/(A,L) ∈ C(A,L). Let P (U)· = P(A,L)(B,M)· be its canonical
simplicial resolution (see [Ol1] 8.3), and Ω·

P (U)·/(A,L) be the relative log de
Rham complex, which is a simplicial dg algebra. Let LΩ·

(B,M)/(A,L) be the to-

tal complex, LΩn
(B,M)/(A,L) = ⊕iΩ

i
P (U)i−n/(A,L), filtered by the Hodge filtra-

tion Fm := ⊕i≥mΩi
P (U)i−n/(A,L). We have the filtered complex of presheaves

U �→ LΩ·
(B,M)/(A,L) on Zét′ ; the associated filtered complex of sheaves is

quasi-isomorphic to LΩ·
(Z,M)/(S,L).

Let (U, T a) be the pd-S�-completion of the embedding (U,MU ) ↪→
SpecP (U)a;

26 this is a cosimplicial object in (Z/S)logcrys. Each (U, T a) is pd-
S�-smooth (see Remark (i) in 1.4), so one has the filtered quasi-isomorphism

RulogZ/S∗(OZ/S)|Uét

∼→ Ω·
(U,T a)/S (see 1.8). Let Ω�·

Z/S(U) be the total complex

of the simplicial dg algebra Ω·
Z/S(U, T

·), Ω�n
Z/S(U) = ⊕iΩ

i
Z/S(U, T

i−n), fil-

tered by the Hodge-pd filtration. We see that Ω·
Z/S(U, T

0) ↪→ Ω�·
Z/S(U) is a

filtered quasi-isomorphism, so RulogZ/S∗(OZ/S) is represented by the filtered

complex of presheaves U �→ Ω�·
Z/S(U).

25Otherwise do the construction étale locally on S.
26Notice that (U, T 0) is (U,P univ) from Remark (iii) in 1.4.
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Now the de Rham pullback r∗ : Ω·
P (U)·/(A,L) → Ω·

Z/S(U, T
·) for the map

of log schemes r : T · → SpecP (U)· (see (1.3.1)) sends the Hodge filtration
to the Hodge-pd one, and (1.9.1) is the map between the total complexes.

Theorem. Suppose (Z,M), (S,L) are fine and f : (Z,M) → (S,L) is
an integral locally log complete intersection map. Then (1.9.1) yields quasi-
isomorphisms

(1.9.2) LΩ·
(Z,M)/(S,L)/F

m ∼→ RulogZ/S∗(OZ/S/J
[m]
Z/S).

Proof. (a) Let f : (Z,M) → (S,L) be a map of fine log schemes. Recall
(see [KS] 4.4.2, 4.4.4 or [Ol1] 6.8) that f is locally log complete intersection

map if étale locally it can be factored as (Z,M)
i→ (Y,MY )

g→ (S,L) with g
log smooth, i an exact closed embedding, and Z ↪→ Y a regular immersion.
Then, by loc. cit., for any other factorization f = g′i′ with the first two
properties, the third one holds automatically. We say (see [K1] 4.1, 4.3) that
f is integral at a closed point z ∈ Z if the map Z[(L/O×

S )f(z)] → Z[(M/O×
Z )z]

induced by f is flat, and f is integral if it is integral at every z ∈ Z. If f is
integral at z, then it is integral on an étale neighborhood of z.27 So for f as
in Theorem the local factorization f = gi can be chosen with g integral (so
Y is flat over S by [K1] 4.5).

(b) We return to the theorem. Its assertion is local, so, combining [K1]
3.5, 4.1, we can assume that there is a fine chart L → M for f (see 1.1) such
that Z[M ] is Z[L]-flat, the map Lgr → Mgr is injective with the cokernel hav-
ing prime to p torison, and the map i : Z → Y := Spec(Z[M ]/pn)×Spec(Z[L]/pn)

S is a regular immersion with parameters t1, . . . , tm ∈ OY . Let MY be the
log structure on Y defined by the chart M , and M′, L′ be the log struc-
tures on Spec (Z[M ]/pn), Spec (Z[L]/pn) defined byM , L. The log cotangent
complex L(Spec (Z[M ]/pn),M′)/(Spec (Z[L]/pn),L′) equals L(Z[M ]/pn,M)/(Z[L]/pn,L)

∼→
(Z[M ]/pn)⊗(Mgr/Lgr). By base change (we use the flatness), L(Y,MY )/(S,L)

∼→
Ω1
(Y,MY )/(S,L)

∼→ OY ⊗ (Mgr/Lgr), where d log(cM (m)) is identified with

αcM (m) ⊗ m (see 1.1 for the notation). One has (see [Ol1] 8.22)
L(Z,M)/(Y,MY ) = LZ/Y

∼→ Om
Z [1], the generators e1, . . . , em of Om

Z cor-
respond to regular parameters t1, . . . , tm ∈ OY . By the transitivity, one

27Proof: We can assume that f admits a fine chart cM : M → Γ(Z,M), etc.,
as in 1.1, and for any m ∈ M the function αcM (m) ∈ Γ(Z,OZ) is invertible if
it is invertible at z. Then f is integral. This follows from [K1] 4.1 and the next
observation: Let h : Q → P be a map of integral monoids that satisfies condition
(iv) of [K1] 4.1(i). Then for any submonoid P ′ ⊂ P the map of the integral monoid
quotients Q/h−1(P ′) → P/P ′ satisfies the same condition (iv).
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has L(Z,M)/(S/L) = Cone(δ : Om
Z → Ω1

(Y,M)/(S,L)|Z), δ(ei) = dti|Z , so

gr·FLΩ
·
(Z,M)/(S,L) = LΛ·Cone(δ). By [Ill1] Ch. I, 4.3.2.1(ii), this is equal

to OZ〈e1, . . . , em〉 ⊗OY
Ω·
(Y,MY )/(S,L), where the first factor is the divided

powers polynomial algebra.
We compute RulogZ/S∗(OZ/S) using (1.8.1) with (Z,P ) equal to the pd-

envelope of i : (Z,M) ↪→ (Y,M). Since i is exact, P is the pd-envelope

of Z ↪→ Y , so ⊕J [m]
P /J [m+1]

P
∼→ OZ〈e1, . . . , em〉. So, by Remark (iii) in

1.8, gr·FRulogZ/S∗(OZ/S)
∼→ OZ〈e1, . . . , em〉 ⊗OY

Ω·
(Y,M)/(S,L). The above two

identifications provide an isomorphism of dg algebras gr·FLΩ
·
(Z,M)/(S,L)

∼→
gr·FRulogZ/S∗(OZ/S), which clearly coincides with the associated graded iso-

morphism to (1.9.1), q.e.d.

Remarks. (i) The assertion remains true, by the direct limit argument, if
(Z,M) is projective limit of log (S,L)-schemes (Zα,Mα) as in the theorem
with respect to a directed family of affine transition maps.
(ii) In the original theorem [Ol1] 6.10, Olsson uses his version of log cotangent
complex; there f need not be integral. For integral f Olsson’s version of log
cotangent complex coincides with Gabber’s one (that we use) by [Ol1] 8.34.
(iii) By Bhatt [Bh2] 7.22, (1.9.1) is itself a quasi-isomorphism if, in addition,
f⊗Z/p is of Cartier type and Z, S are Z/pn-flat. We will not use this result.

1.10. The Cartier isomorphism. Suppose our S is an Fp-scheme. Let (Y,N )

be any log S�-scheme. Then for any (V, T ) ∈ (Y/S)logcrys the Frobenius map
FrT kills JT since it is a pd-ideal, i.e., FrT factors as T → V ↪→ T ; denote
the first arrow by Fr′T . The datum of all maps Fr′T forms an extension of the

canonical morphism of topoi ulogY/S : (Y/S)logcrys̃→ Y ˜́et (see 1.5) to a morphism

Fr′Y of the ringed topoi.
Let f : (Z,M) → (Y,N ) be a log smooth map of Cartier type be-

tween fine log S�-schemes; assume that Z, Y are quasi-compact and quasi-
separated.

Theorem. The OY/S-complex Rfcrys∗OZ/S carries a natural finite filtration
con·, called the conjugate filtration, together with canonical Cartier quasi-
isomorphisms

(1.10.1) C = Cq
f : grconq Rfcrys∗OZ/S

∼→ Fr′∗Y Rf∗Ω
q
(Z,M)/(Y,N )[−q].

Remark. The conditions imply that Ωq
(Z,M)/(Y,N ) are locally freeOZ-modules

of finite rank, f is flat, and Rf∗Ω
q
(Z,M)/(Y,N ) are quasi-coherent of finite Tor-

dimension.
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Proof. For (V, T ) as above, one has (Rfcrys∗OZ/S)(V, T ) = RΓ((ZV /T )
log
crys,

OZV /T ) = RΓ(ZV , RulogZV /TOZV /T ). The canonical filtration onRulogZV /TOZV /T

yields thus a filtration con(V,T )· on (Rfcrys∗OZ/S)(V, T ). The filtrations
con(V,T )· are compatible with morphisms of (V, T ). They form the promised
conjugate filtration con·.

Identifications (1.10.1) have local nature: they come from isomorphisms

(1.10.2) C : HqRulogZV /T∗(OZV /T )
∼→ Ωq

(ZV ,M)/(V,N ) ⊗f−1
V OV

f−1
V OT ,

where ⊗ in the r.h.s. is taken for the map Fr′∗T : OV → OT , by applying
RΓ(ZV , ·).

To define (1.10.2), let us find a map C−1 : Ωq
(ZV ,M)/(V,N )⊗f−1

V OV
f−1
V OT →

HqRulogZV /T∗(OZV /T ) of graded f−1
V OT -algebras such that for f ∈ OZV

, m ∈
M one has C−1(f) = f∗(tp), C−1(d logm) = m∗(d log t). Here f , m at the

r.h.s. are viewed as the A1
(T,NT )

- and A
(1)
(T,NT )

-valued maps, and tp, d log t are

the usual cohomology classes in H0
dR(A

1
(T,NT )

/(T,NT )) = H0RΓ((A1
(T,NT )

/

(T,NT ))crys,OA1
(T,NT )/T

) and H1
dR(A

(1)
(T,NT )

/(T,NT )) = H1RΓ((A
(1)
(T,NT )

/

(T,NT ))crys,OA1
(T,NT )/T

) (see 1.1, (1.8.3)). The above properties determine

C−1 uniquely, so it is enough to find one such C−1 locally. By Remark (ii) in
1.1, we can assume that (ZV ,M) extends in a log smooth way over (T,NT ).
Now we are in the setting of [K1] 4.12(1), which provides (via (1.8.3)) C−1.
By loc. cit., C−1 is an isomorphism, and C of (1.10.2) is its inverse.

1.11. Perfect crystals and base change. We are in general situation of 1.5,
so S� is as in 1.3. Let (Y,N ) be any integral quasi-coherent log S�-scheme.

A bounded complex F · of OY/S-modules on (Y/S)logcrys is an OY/S-crystal

(in derived sense) if for every φ : (V ′, T ′) → (V, T ) in (Y/S)logcrys the pull-
back map φ−1F ·

(V,T ) → F ·
(V ′,T ′) yields a quasi-isomorphism ofOT ′-complexes

Lφ∗F ·
(V,T )

∼→ F ·
(V ′,T ′). We say that F · is perfect if for every (V, T ) ∈ (Y/S)logcrys

the complex F ·
(V,T ) is OT -perfect. Perfect crystals form a full triangulated

subcategoryDpcr(Y/S) of the derived categoryDb((Y/S)logcrys,OY/S) ofOY/S-
modules.

Let now θ : (Y ν ,N ν)/Sν� → (Y,N )/S� be a map of data as above.

Exercise. If F · is a (perfect) OY/S-crystal, then Lθ∗crys(F ·) is a (perfect)

OY ν/Sν -crystal. For any (V, T ) ∈ (Y/S)logcrys, (V ν , T ν) ∈ (Y ν/Sν)logcrys, and a
map of log pd-thickenings θT ν/T : (V ν , T ν) → (V, T ) compatible with θ, one

has a canonical identification Lθ∗crys(F ·)(V ν ,T ν)
∼→ Lθ∗T ν/T (F ·

(V,T )).
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The next version of base change theorem [K1] 6.10 is sufficient for our
purposes. Let f : (Z,M) → (Y,N ) be a log smooth integral map of fine

log schemes over S�
1 := S� ⊗ Fp; assume that Z/Y is quasi-compact and

separated. For θ as above, let fν : (Zν ,Mν) → (Y ν ,N ν) be the θ-pullback
of f . Then Z is flat over Y (by [K1] 4.5), Zν is flat over Y ν, and (Zν ,Mν)
is integral quasi-coherent (by [K1] 4.3.1 and Exercise (ii) in 1.1).

Theorem. (i) The complex Rfcrys∗(OZ/S) is an OY/S-crystal, and the pull-
back map yields a canonical identification

(1.11.1) Lθ∗crysRfcrys∗(OY/S)
∼→ Rfν

crys∗(OZν/Sν ).

(ii) If Z is proper over Y and f is of Cartier type, then Rfcrys∗(OZ/S) is
perfect.

Proof. (i) We can assume that Y is affine. Computing Rfcrys∗(OZ/S) us-
ing a finite covering of Z by affine opens, we get a finite filtration on it
with gr·Rfcrys∗(OZ/S) equal to a finite direct sum of complexes of type
R(f |U )crys∗(OU/S), U ⊂ Z is an affine open. Thus we can assume that
Z is affine. Using Remark (ii) in 1.1 and (1.8.3), we see that each
Rfcrys∗(OZ/S)(V,T ) can be realized as a finite complex of flat OT -modules,

for every φ : (V ′, T ′) → (V, T ) in (Y/S)logcrys the pullback map yields a quasi-
isomorphism Lφ∗Rfcrys∗(OZ/S)(V,T )

∼→ Rfcrys∗(OZ/S)(V ′,T ′), and the pull-
back map for θ yields quasi-isomorphism (1.11.1).

(ii) Let us check that the complexes Rfcrys∗(OZ/S)(V,T ) are OT -perfect.

By (i), Rfcrys∗(OZ/S)(V,T ) ⊗L
OT

OT1
= Rfcrys∗(OZ/S1

)(V,T1), where T1 := T ⊗
Fp. Since p is nilpotent in OT , it suffices to check that Rfcrys∗(OZ/S1

)(V,T1)

is OT1
-perfect, which follows from (1.10.1).

Remarks. (a) If (V, T ) ∈ (Y/S)logcrys is such that J [n]
T = 0, then

Rfcrys∗(OZ/S)(V,T )
∼→ Rfcrys∗(OZ/S/J

[m]
Z/S)(V,T ) for m ≥ n+ dimZ/Y .28

(b) If we drop the Cartier type assumption in (ii), then Rfcrys∗(OZ/S)(V,T )

is still OT -perfect for those (V, T ) that the ideal JT is nilpotent.29 In partic-
ular, Rfcrys∗(OZ/S)(Y,Y ) is OY -perfect. So Rfcrys∗(OZ/S) is perfect if Y = S
(use (i)).

28Proof: As in the proof of (i), we can assume that Z, Y , V are affine. Then
(Z,M)V can be extended to a log smooth scheme over (T,NT ) by [K1] 3.14. Now
use Remark (iii) in 1.8.

29 Proof: It suffices, by the nilpotency, to check that Rfcrys∗(OZ/S)(V,T ) ⊗L OV

is OV -perfect; this complex equals Rfcrys∗(OZ/S)(V,V ) = (Rf∗Ω
·
(Z,M)/(Y,N ))V by

(i) and 1.8, which is perfect.
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1.12. The p-adic setting; absolute crystalline cohomology. One can gen-
eralize slightly the setting for log crystalline cohomology taking for S� =
(S,L, I) a formal p-adic log pd-scheme, which is the same as sequence of

exact closed embeddings of log pd-schemes S�
1 ↪→ S�

2 ↪→ . . . such that
OSn−1

= OSn
⊗ Z/pn−1, In−1 = InOSn−1

. Assume that (S,L) is quasi-
coherent, i.e., all (Sn,Ln) are quasi-coherent. For an integral quasi-coherent

log S�-scheme (Z,M), which is a log S�
n-scheme for n sufficiently large, one

defines its log crystalline site (Z/S)logcrys as in 1.5. One has fully faithful em-

beddings (Z/Sn)
log
crys ↪→ (Z/Sn+1)

log
crys ↪→ . . ., and (Z/S)logcrys = ∪(Z/Sn)

log
crys.

The constructions and results of 1.5 remain true in the present setting.

For a sheaf F on (Z/S)logcrys we denote by F(n) its restriction to

(Z/Sn)
log
crys. Then F(n) = i∗n crys(F), where in : (Z,M)/S�

n → (Z,M)/S�

is the evident map. The functor i∗n crys is exact, and it admits an evident ex-
act left adjoint in crys!, so i∗n crys sends injective sheaves to injective ones.
Therefore the functors Rfcrys∗, Lf∗

crys commute with the passage F �→
F(n), and one has RulogZ/S∗(F) = holimnRulogZ/Sn∗(F(n)), RΓ((Z/S)logcrys,F) =

holimnRΓ((Z/Sn)
log
crys,F(n)).

Example. For a complex F · of sheaves on (S1, S)
log
crys, one has RΓ((S1, Sn)

log
crys,

F ·
(n)) = F ·(S1, Sn), RΓ((S1, S)

log
crys,F ·) = holimnF ·(S1, Sn). Unless F · is

a crystal, the base change mapRΓ((S1, S)
log
crys,F ·)⊗LZ/pn → RΓ((S1, Sn)

log
crys,

F ·
(n)) need not be a quasi-isomorphism.

Consider now S�
n = Spec (Z/pn) equipped with the trivial log struc-

ture and In = p(Z/pn) with the standard pd structure. Any integral quasi-
coherent log Fp-scheme (Z,M) is automatically a log S�-scheme. We refer

to (Z,M)crys(n) := ((Z,M)/S�
n)crys, (Z,M)crys := ((Z,M)/S�)crys as the

absolute crystalline sites. One has the absolute log crystalline
complexesRulogZ/Zp∗(OZ/Zp

),RΓcrys(Z,M)(n) := RΓ((Z,M)crys(n),OZ/(Z/pn)),

and RΓcrys(Z,M) := RΓ((Z,M)crys,OZ/Zp
) = RΓ(Zét, RulogZ/Zp∗(OZ/Zp

)) =

holimnRΓcrys(Z,M)(n). We denote by H i
crys(Z,M) the absolute crystalline

cohomology H iRΓcrys(Z,M).

If (Z,M) is an integral quasi-coherent log Zp-scheme, then for n ≥ 1 we
set (Z,M)n := (Zn,Mn), where Zn := Z ⊗ Z/pn and Mn is the restriction
of M to Zn ⊂ Z. We set RΓcrys(Z,M) := RΓcrys(Z1,M1), etc.

Remarks. (i) If Z is a flat Zp-scheme, then (Z,M)n is a log S�-scheme, and
its log crystalline complex equals RΓcrys(Z,M) by the crystalline invariance
property.
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(ii) For a perfect field k of characteristic p, let S�
k n be SpecWn(k) equipped

with the trivial log structure and I = pWn(k) with the standard pd struc-
ture. If (Z,M) is an integral quasi-coherent log k-scheme (Z,M), then every

its pd-thickening is automatically a W (k)-scheme, i.e., ((Z,M)/S�
k)crys =

(Z,M)crys. Thus the absolute crystalline complexes of (Z,M) are W (k)-
algebras, etc.

1.13. A digression on difference equations and Dwork’s trick. Let R be a
ring, ϕR be an endomorphism of R. Denote by Rϕ the associative alge-
bra generated by its subring R and ϕ with relation ϕr = ϕR(r)ϕ, r ∈ R.
Thus a (left) Rϕ-module is the same as a left R-module F equipped with
a ϕR-semilinear endomorphism ϕF called ϕR-action or simply ϕ-action; we
usually abbreviate (F,ϕF ) to F . Denote by Rϕ-mod the abelian category of
Rϕ-modules and by Dϕ(R) its derived category.

For F1, F2 ∈ Rϕ-mod consider the map δ : HomR(F1, F2) → Hom
(ϕ)
R (F1,

F2), δ = δ′ − δ′′, δ′(ξ) := ξϕF1
, δ′′(ξ) := ϕF2

ξ, where Hom
(ϕ)
R is the group

of ϕ-semilinear maps, so Ker(δ) = HomRϕ
(F1, F2). Set Hom�

Rϕ
(F1, F2) :=

Cone(δ)[−1].

Exercises. (i) The map RHomRϕ
(F1, F2) → RHom�

Rϕ
(F1, F2) is a quasi-

isomorphism, and RHom�
Rϕ

(F1, F2) equals Cone(RHomR(F1, F2) →
RHom

(ϕ)
R (F1, F2))[−1] where RHomR, RHom

(ϕ)
R are computed in the de-

rived category of R-modules.30

(ii) One has Hom�
Rϕ

(F1, F2) = HomRϕ
(F l

1, F2) = HomRϕ
(F1, F

r
2 ) where F l

1,
F r
2 are natural left and right two-term resolutions of F1, F2. Explicitly,

F l0
1 = Rϕ ⊗R F1 = ⊕n≥0ϕ

n∗
R F1, where ϕn∗

R F1 := R⊗ϕn F1, F
l−1
1 = (ϕ∗

RF1)
l0

(so if F1 is R-projective, then the resolution F l
1 is Rϕ-projective), and

F r0
2 = Πn≥0φ

n
R∗F2, F

r 1
2 = (ϕR∗F2)

r 0.

An Rϕ-complex is said to be R-perfect if it is perfect as a complex of

R-modules; such objects form a thick subcategory Dperf
ϕ (R) of D(Rϕ). Let

Rprf
ϕ -mod be the category of Rϕ-modules which are finitely generated and

projective as R-modules. An Rϕ-module M is said to be nondegenerate if the

R-linear extension ϕl
M : ϕ∗

RM → M of ϕM is an isogeny, i.e., ϕ∗
RM ⊗Q

∼→
M ⊗Q; an Rϕ-complex C is nondegenerate if the composition Lϕ∗

RC⊗Q →
ϕ∗
RC ⊗Q → C ⊗Q is a quasi-isomorphism. Denote by ?nd the subcategory

of ? formed by nondegenerate objects, e.g. we have a triangulated category
Dperf

ϕ (R)nd.

30Hint: δ is surjective when F1 is a free Rϕ-module, and Rϕ is free as a (left)
R-module.
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Lemma. (i) Rprf
ϕ -mod generates Dperf

ϕ (R) as a triangulated category.

(ii) If R is a mixed characteristic dvr, then Rprf
ϕ -mod nd generates Dperf

ϕ (R)nd.

Proof. (i) Let C be an R-perfect Rϕ-complex. As an R-complex, it is quasi-
isomorphic to a complex of finitely generated projective R-modules of finite
amplitude [a, b], a ≥ b. We show that C lies in the triangulated subcategory

Dprf
ϕ (R) of Dperf

ϕ (R) generated by Rprf
ϕ -mod using induction by a− b.

If a = b, then C
∼→ (HaC)[−a], HaC ∈ Rprf

ϕ -mod, and we are done.
Suppose n = a− b ≥ 1. Then HaC is a finitely generated R-module. Pick a
surjection P � HaC where P is a finitely generated projective R-module.
The ϕ-action on HaC can be lifted to P , i.e., there is a ϕ-action ϕP on
P such that P � HaC is a map of Rϕ-modules. Consider the projective
Rϕ-resolution P l of P = (P,ϕP ). The above surjection lifts to a map of
Rϕ-complexes g : P l[−a] → C. Since P l is quasi-isomorphic to P , C lies in

Dprf
ϕ (R) if (and only if) Cone(g) lies in Dprf

ϕ (R), and the latter assertion is
true by the induction assumption, q.e.d.

(ii) To make the proof of (i) work in the present situation, it suffices to
check that for C nondegenerate and any P � HaC as in loc. cit., one can
choose ϕP so that (P,ϕP ) is nondegenerate. Let ϕP be any lifting of the
ϕ-action on HaC. Let Q ⊂ P be the kernel of the map P → HaC⊗Q. Then
ϕP preserves Q, P/Q is a projective R-module, and (P/Q)⊗Q

∼→ HaC⊗Q,

so (P/Q,ϕP/Q) ∈ Rprf
ϕ -mod nd. We can modify ϕP by adding to it any map

ϕ∗
RP → Q ⊂ P which is sufficiently small in p-adic topology (here p is

the residual characteristic of R). If this map is sufficiently general, then the
resulting ϕQ, hence ϕP , is an isogeny; we are done.

Suppose now R is a p-adically complete commutative algebra, R
∼→

lim←−R/pnR, and I ⊂ R is a closed (for the p-adic topology) ideal preserved
by ϕR such that the induced endomorphism ϕW of W := R/I is invertible
and ϕR is topologically nilpotent on I (i.e., ϕR acts nilpotently on I/pI, hence
on I/pnI). Then I consists of all r ∈ R such that ϕn

R(r) → 0. The projection
R � W admits a unique section s : W → R compatible with the action
of ϕ (which is automatically a ring homomorphism).31 The corresponding
base change functors π∗ : Wϕ-mod � Rϕ-mod : i∗, π∗M := R ⊗W M ,
i∗N := W ⊗R N = N/IN , i∗π∗M = M , preserve the subcategories ?prf-

mod; the derived functors Lπ∗, Li∗ preserve the subcategoriesDperf
ϕ (?). They

preserve the subcategories of non-degenerate objects as well.

31To see this, notice that for every (set-theoretic) section s′ : W → R the se-
quence of sections ϕn

Rs
′ϕ−n

W converges p-adically, and its limit s does not depend
on the choice of s′.
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We say that ϕ is strongly topologically nilpotent on I if for every m > 0
one can find a finite filtration of I by closed ϕR-invariant ideals such that
ϕR(gr

·I) ⊂ pmgr·I.

Proposition. If W is a mixed characteristic dvr and ϕ is strongly topo-
logically nilpotent on I, then the functors Lπ∗, Li∗ yield mutually inverse
equivalences

(1.13.1) Dperf
ϕ (W )nd ⊗Q

∼↔ Dperf
ϕ (R)nd ⊗Q.

Proof. (a) Let us show that for any P ∈ W prf-mod nd and Q ∈ Rprf-mod,
one has RHomWϕ

(P, IQ)⊗Q = 0.
For any M ∈ Wϕ-mod consider the two-term complex C·(M) :=

Hom�
Wϕ

(P,M), C0(M) = HomW (P,M), C1(M) = HomW (ϕ∗
WP,M). By Ex-

ercises, RHomWϕ
(P,M) = C·(M). Let C·


(M) be the complex with the same
components as C·(M) and the differential δ′(ξ) = ξϕl

P . Since P is nondegen-
erate, C·


(M)⊗Q is acyclic.
The functor C· is exact. We prove that C·(IQ)⊗Q is acyclic by defining a

finite filtration IQ· on IQ such that for F := gr·IQ one has C·(F ) � C·

(F ).

For m sufficiently large, there is ψ : P → ϕ∗
WP with ϕl

Pψ = pm−1idP ,
ψϕl

P = pm−1idϕ∗
WP . By the condition of the proposition, one can find a

finite filtration I(·) on I by closed ϕ-invariant ideals such that ϕR(gr
(·)I) ⊂

pmgr(·)I. Set IQ· := I(·)Q.
One has ϕF (F ) ⊂ pmF . Therefore δ′′ on C·(F ) is divisible by pm. Set χ :=

ψτ (p−mδ′′) ∈ End(C0(F )); then δ′′ = pδ′χ, i.e., δ(1− pχ) = δ′. Since C0(F )
is p-adically complete, 1−pχ is invertible, so it yields C·


(F )
∼→ C·(F ), q.e.d.

(b) The lemma and (a) imply that for every P ∈ Dperf
ϕ (W )nd and Q ∈

Dperf
ϕ (R) one has RHomRϕ

(Lπ∗P,Q) ⊗ Q
∼→ RHomWϕ

(P,Li∗Q) ⊗ Q. Thus

the two functors Lπ∗ : Dperf
ϕ (W )nd ⊗Q � Dperf

ϕ (R)nd ⊗Q : Li∗ are adjoint.

Since Li∗ is left inverse to Lπ∗, it remains to show that forQ ∈ Dperf
ϕ (R)nd

the adjunction Lπ∗Li∗(Q ⊗ Q) → Q ⊗ Q is a quasi-isomorphism. We can
replace Q⊗Q by Cone(Lπ∗Li∗(Q⊗Q) → Q⊗Q), so it suffices to check that
Li∗(Q ⊗ Q) = 0 implies Q ⊗ Q = 0. Since Q is nondegenerate, the support
S of Q ⊗ Q, which is a closed subset of Spec (R ⊗ Q), is ϕR-invariant. If S
is non-empty, then this implies that Spec (W ⊗Q) lies in S.32 Since Q⊗Q

is perfect, this contradicts the assumption Li∗(Q⊗Q) = 0, q.e.d.

32Indeed, otherwise there is r ∈ R � I that vanishes on S. Suppose rmodI ∈
pnW×. Since ϕR is topologically nilpotent on I and invertible on W , for m � 0 one
has ϕm∗

R (r) = pn(am+pbm), where am ∈ s(W×) and bm ∈ I. Hence ϕm∗
R (r) ∈ pnR×

since R is p-adically complete. Since S is ϕR-invariant, ϕ
m∗
R (r) vanishes on S, i.e.,

S = ∅.
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1.14. Frobenius crystals. Suppose S� as in the beginning of 1.12 is equipped

with an endomorphism ϕS� whose restriction to (S1,L1) is the Frobenius

map Fr(S1,L1). Then for any integral quasi-coherent (Y,N ) over S�
1 the en-

domorphism ϕ = (Fr(Y,N ), ϕS�) of (Y,N )/S� acts on (Y/S)logcrys. A Frobenius

OY/S-module is a pair (F , ϕF ), where F is an OY/S-module on (Y/S)logcrys,

ϕF is a ϕcrys-action on F , i.e., a map ϕF : F → ϕcrys∗(F); if F is an

OY/S-crystal, we call (F , ϕF ) an F -crystal. Frobenius OY/S-modules form

an abelian category; let Dϕ((Y/S)
log
crys,OY/S) be its derived category, and

Dpcr
ϕ (Y/S) = Dpcr

ϕ ((Y,N )/S�) be the thick subcategory of perfect F-crystals,

i.e., those (F , ϕF ) that F is a perfect crystal (see 1.11). Such an (F , ϕF ) is
nondegenerate if the map Lϕ∗

crys(F) → F that comes from ϕF is an isogeny,

i.e., it is a quasi-isomorphism in Dpcr(Y/S)⊗Q; the corresponding category

is denoted by Dpcr
ϕ (Y/S)nd.

A morphism θ : (Y ν ,N ν)/Sν� → (Y,N )/S� compatible with ϕSν� , ϕS�

yields the pullback functor θ∗crys between the categories of Frobenius O-

modules. The derived functor Lθ∗crys preserves the subcategories of (nonde-

generate) perfect F -crystals, and it is compatible with Lθ∗crys from 1.5 via

the forgetful functor (F , ϕF ) �→ F .

Remarks. (i) The endofunctor Lϕ∗
crys of D

pcr
ϕ (Y/S)nd⊗Q is canonically iso-

morphic to the identity functor.

(ii) For a perfect F-crystal (F , ϕF ), its nondegeneracy is a Yét-local prop-

erty. Suppose Y is affine and P = (P,NP ) is its pd-S�-smooth formal

thickening (i.e., Pn are pd-S�
n-smooth thickenings of Y ) equipped with a

lifting ϕP of ϕS� . Write P = SpfR, R is a p-adically complete ring, so

Pn = SpecRn and we have endomorphism ϕR = ϕ∗
P of R. Then F(P ) :=

holimnF(Pn) is a perfect R-complex equipped with a ϕR-action ϕF(P ). Let

ϕl
F(P ) : R ⊗L

R,ϕR
F(P ) = holimnRn ⊗L

Rn,ϕRn
F(Pn) → F(P ) be its R-linear

extension. Then F is nondegenerate if and only if ϕl
F(P ) ⊗ Q is a quasi-

isomorphism.

We usually abbreviate (F , ϕF ) to F , and denote by Homϕ(F1,F2) the

group of Frobenius OY/S-module morphisms. One has an exact sequence

0 → Homϕ(F1,F2) → Hom(F1,F2) → Hom(F1, ϕcrys∗(F2)), the last arrow

is ξ �→ ϕF2
ξ − ϕcrys∗(ξ)ϕF1

.

Lemma. For any F1,F2 ∈ D+
ϕ ((Y/S)

log
crys,OY/S) one has a canonical quasi-

isomorphism RHomϕ(F1,F2)
∼→ Cone (RHom(F1,F2) → RHom(F1,

Rϕcrys∗(F2)))[−1].
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Proof. The above exact sequence yields a map of complexes α : RHomϕ(F1,
F2) → Cone (RHom(F1,F2) → RHom(F1, Rϕcrys∗(F2)))[−1]. Let us check
that α is a quasi-isomorphism.

The forgetful functor (F , ϕF ) �→ F from Frobenius OY/S-modules to
OY/S-modules, admits a right adjoint F �→ F(ϕ). Explicitly, F(ϕ) =
Πn≥0ϕ

n
crys∗(F) and ϕF(ϕ)

is the projection Πn≥0ϕ
n
crys∗(F) � Πn≥1ϕ

n
crys∗(F).

The functor F �→ F(ϕ) is left exact and sends injective objects to injective
ones. Thus every Frobenius OY/S-module admits an embedding into G(ϕ)

where G is some injective OY/S-module. Therefore it suffices to check that α
is a quasi-isomorphism assuming that F1 = F is any Frobenius OY/S-module

and F2 = G(ϕ) with G injective. Then RHomϕ(F ,G(ϕ))
∼← Hom(F ,G) ∼→

Cone (Hom(F ,G(ϕ)) → Hom(F , ϕcrys∗(G(ϕ)))[−1]
∼→ Cone (RHom(F ,G(ϕ)) →

RHom(F , Rϕcrys∗(G(ϕ))))[−1], q.e.d.

Suppose now our (Y,N ) is a fine log scheme, Y is affine, and there is P
as in Remark (ii) such that R has no p-torsion. Let f : (Z,M) → (Y,N ) be
a log smooth map of Cartier type with (Z,M) fine and Z is proper over Y .
Consider F := Rfcrys∗(OZ/S). By the theorem in 1.11, F ∈ Dpcr

ϕ (Y/S). The
next is a log version [HK] 2.24 of a theorem of Berthelot-Ogus [BO2] 1.3:

Theorem. The perfect F-crystal F is nondegenerate.

Proof. We use notation from Remark (ii). Set C := F(P ) = RΓ((Z/P )logcrys,

OZ/P ), so Cn :=C⊗Z/pn=F(Pn)=RΓ((Z/Pn)
log
crys,OZ/Pn

), C =holimn Cn.
Then C carries the Frobenius endomorphism ϕC = ϕF(P ), and we want to

prove that ϕl
C ⊗Q is a quasi-isomorphism.

Set Gn := RulogZ/Pn∗(OZ/Pn
), G := RulogZ/P∗(OZ/P ) = holimn Gn. These

are Rn- and R-complexes of sheaves on Zét, and (i) of the theorem in
1.11 implies that Gn = G ⊗L Z/pn. They carry natural Frobenius ϕR-
actions ϕGn

, ϕG . One has Cn = RΓ(Zét,Gn), C = RΓ(Zét,G), and ϕC comes
from ϕG . Let ϕl

Gn
: Rn ⊗L

Rn,ϕRn
Gn → Gn be the Rn-linear extensions of

ϕGn
; set ϕl

G := holimn ϕ
l
Gn

: R̂⊗L
R,ϕR

G := holimn (Rn ⊗L
Rn,ϕRn

Gn) → G.
Since RΓ(Zét, R̂⊗L

R,ϕR
G) = holimn(Rn ⊗L

Rn,ϕRn
Cn) and RΓ(Zét, · ⊗ Q) =

RΓ(Zét, ·)⊗Q (for Z is quasi-compact quasi-separated), it suffices to show

that ϕl
G ⊗Q : (R̂⊗L

R,ϕR
G)⊗Q → G ⊗Q is a quasi-isomorphism.

Now our assertion is Z-local, so to check it we can assume that Z is affine.
Choose a log smooth (formal) lifting (T,MT )/(P,NP ) of (Z,M)/(Y,N )
together with a lifting ϕT of the Frobenius compatible with ϕP . By (1.8.1),
one has (G, ϕG) = (Ω·, ϕ∗

T ) where Ω· = lim←−Ω·
n, Ω

·
n := Ω·

(T,MT )n/(P,NP )n
.

Consider the p-adic filtration on Ω·; let Φ∗ be its shift, i.e., ΦmΩ· is the
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maximal subcomplex of Ω· such that ΦmΩn ⊂ pmΩn. Since ϕ∗
T (Ω

i) ⊂ piΩi,
one has ϕ∗

T (Ω
·) ⊂ Φ0Ω·. Since (Ω·/Φ0Ω·)⊗Q = 0 and Ωi are R-flat, to finish

the proof it suffices to check that the R-linear map ϕ∗l
T : R̂⊗R,ϕR

Ω· → Φ0Ω·

is a quasi-isomorphism.

Our complexes of sheaves are p-adically complete, have no p-torsion,
and ΦmΩ· = pmΦ0Ω· for m ≥ 0. Thus it suffices to show that ϕ∗l

T1
:

R1⊗R1,ϕR1
Ω·
1 → gr0ΦΩ

· is a quasi-isomorphism. Let ḡr0ΦΩ
· be the quotient of

gr0ΦΩ
· modulo the subcomplex generated by the images of pi+1Ωi ⊂ Φ0Ωi.

This subcomplex is acyclic, and the multiplication by p−i yields an isomor-
phism ḡr0ΦΩ

i ∼→ H iΩ·
1. The composition R1 ⊗R1,ϕR1

Ω·
1 → gr0ΦΩ

· → ḡr0ΦΩ
· is

an isomorphism: indeed, its components coincide, via the previous identifi-
cation, with the Cartier isomorphism C−1 from (1.10.2). We are done.

Remark. In fact, according to [BO1] 8.20, ϕ∗l
T : R̂⊗R,ϕR

Ω· ∼→ Φ0Ω· comes

from a natural global quasi-isomorphism R̂⊗R,ϕR
G ∼→ Φ0G.

Exercise. Using r-iterated Cartier isomorphism, identify the r-th differential
of the spectral sequence for the p-adic filtration on Ω· with the de Rham
differential.

1.15. (ϕ,N)-modules. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p, W :=
W (k), K0 := FracW , ϕ be the Frobenius automorphism of W and K0. As in
[F2] 4.2, a ϕ-module over K0 is a pair (V, ϕ), where V is a finite-dimensional
K0-vector space, ϕ = ϕV is a ϕ-semilinear automorphism of V ; a (ϕ,N)-
module is a triple (V, ϕ,N), where (V, ϕ) is a ϕ-module and N = NV is a K0-
linear endomorphism of V such that Nϕ = pϕN (then N is automatically
nilpotent). One says that V is effective (or of nonnegative slope) if it contains
a ϕV -invariant W -lattice, hence one preserved by both ϕV and NV . The
category (ϕ,N)-mod of (ϕ,N)-modules is naturally a Tannakian tensor Qp-
category, and (V, ϕ,N) �→ V is a fiber functor over K0.

33 Let (ϕ,N)eff-mod
be its abelian tensor subcategory of effective modules, and Dϕ,N (K0)

eff ⊂
Dϕ,N (K0) be the corresponding bounded derived categories.

We usually abbreviate (V, ϕ,N) to V . For (ϕ,N)-modules V1, V2, we
denote by Homϕ,N (V1, V2) the group of (ϕ,N)-module morphisms, and by

Hom(V1, V2), Hom(ϕ)(V1, V2) the groups of K0-linear and ϕ-semilinear maps.

Let Hom�
ϕ,N (V1, V2) be the complex Hom(V1, V2) → Hom(ϕ)(V1, V2) ⊕

Hom(V1, V2) → Hom(ϕ)(V1, V2) supported in degrees [0, 2] with the differen-
tial d0(ξ) = (ϕ2ξ − ξϕ1, N2ξ − ξN1), d

1(χ, ψ) = N2χ− pχN1 − pϕ2ψ+ψϕ1.

Clearly Homϕ,N (V1, V2) = H0Hom�
ϕ,N (V1, V2).

33The same is true for the category of ϕ-modules.
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Exercise. Show that RHomϕ,N (V1, V2)
∼→ Hom�

ϕ,N (V1, V2).

Remark. Complexes Hom�
ϕ,N compose naturally, so they provide a dg cate-

gory structure on (ϕ,N)-modules. By Exercise, its homotopy category equals
Dϕ,N (K0).

Let (Y,L) be an integral log k-scheme such that Y is a local scheme with
residue field k, the maximal ideal of OY is killed by a power of Frobenius
(say, Y is Artinian), and L/O×

Y = Z≥0. We have the category Dpcr
ϕ (Y ) of

perfect F-crystals on the absolute crystalline site (Y,L)crys (see 1.12).

Theorem. There is a canonical equivalence of triangulated categories

(1.15.1) εY : Dϕ,N (K0)
eff ∼→ Dpcr

ϕ (Y )nd ⊗Q.

Proof. (a) Let i0 : (Y 0,L0) ↪→ (Y,L) be the exact embedding with Y 0 :=
Yred = Spec k. Then Li0∗crys : D

pcr
ϕ (Y )nd ⊗ Q → Dpcr

ϕ (Y 0)nd ⊗ Q is an equiv-
alence of categories. Indeed, since some power of Fr(Y,L) factors through
i0, the claim follows from Remark (i) in 1.14.34 Our εY will satisfy rigidity
property (cf. [BO2] 2.1)

(1.15.2) εY = (Li0∗crys)
−1εY 0 .

Thus it suffices to construct εY 0 . So for the rest of the proof we assume that
Y = Y 0, i.e., Y = Spec k.

(b) Let Lg ⊂ L be the subset of generators of L, i.e, the preimage of
1 ∈ Z≥0 = L/k×; this is a k×-torsor. Let W 〈tl〉 be the divided powers
polynomial algebra generated by elements tl, l ∈ L1, subject to relations
tal = [a]tl for a ∈ k×; here [a] ∈ W× is the Teichmüller lifting of a. Let R
be the p-adic completion of W 〈tl〉, LE be the log structure on E := SpecR
generated by tl. One has an exact embedding i : (Y,L) ↪→ (E,LE), tl �→ l,
and a ϕ-action ϕR = ϕ on (E,LE), ϕ

∗
R(tl) = tpl , that extends the Frobenius

endomorphism of (Y,L). Then (E,LE)n (see 1.12) is a coordinate pd-Wn(k)-
thickening of (Y,L).

For V ∈ (ϕ,N)eff-mod, pick a W -lattice V(0) invariant with respect to ϕ
and N . The R-module V(0)R := V(0) ⊗W R carries a log connection ∇ and a
ϕ-action ϕV such that ϕV and ∇tl∂tl

preserve generators V(0) ⊂ V(0)R and
coincide there with ϕ and N . According to 1.7, the data of vector bundles
(V(0)R)n = V(0) ⊗ R/pn on En equipped with the above connection and ϕ-
action yields an F-crystal on (Y,L)crys which we denote by εY (V(0)). Thus

34If Frm(Y,L) = i0h, then hi0 = Frm(Y 0,L0), so, by loc. cit., Lh∗
crys is inverse to

Li0∗crys.
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a finite complex V · in (ϕ,N)eff-mod equipped with a data of lattices V ·
(0)

invariant with respect to ϕ, N , and the differential, yields a nondegenerate
perfect F-crystal εY (V

·
(0)) on (Y,L)crys. Viewed up to isogeny, it does not

depend on the choice of V ·
(0). We have defined a triangulated functor εY :

Dϕ,N (K0)
eff → Dpcr

ϕ (Y )nd ⊗Q.
(c) εY is fully faithful: Use Exercise above and Lemma in 1.14 (combined

with (1.8.1) and (1.13.1)) to compute the respective Ext’s.
(d) εY is essentially surjective: By (c), it suffices to check that for every

(F , ϕF ) ∈ Dpcr
ϕ (Y )nd the cohomology H iF belong to Dpcr

ϕ (Y )nd ⊗ Q and
lie in the image of εY . Consider F(E,LE) := holimnF((E,LE)n). This is a
perfect R-complex equipped with a nondegenerate ϕ-action, so F(E,LE) ∈
Dperf

ϕ (R)nd. The ϕ-action on R satisfies conditions of Proposition in 1.13.35

So, by (1.13.1), H iF(E,LE) ⊗ Q, viewed as an R-module equipped with
ϕ-action, can be written in a canonical way as V ⊗W R, where V is an
effective ϕ-module. Then ∇tl∂tl

∈ EndK0
H iF(E,LE) ⊗ Q preserves V (as

follows, say, from part (a) of the proof of loc. cit.); set NV := ∇tl∂tl
|V . Then

(V, ϕV , NV ) is an effective (ϕ,N)-module and H iF = εY (V ), q.e.d.

Remarks. (i) To construct (Li0∗crys)
−1 from (1.15.2), pick a left inverse

π : (Y,L) → (Y 0,L0) to i0 (it is not unique if Y 	= Y 0). Then Lπ∗
crys :

Dpcr
ϕ (Y 0)nd ⊗Q → Dpcr

ϕ (Y )nd ⊗Q is left inverse, hence inverse, to Li0∗crys.

(ii) For F ∈ Dpcr
ϕ (Y )nd, the complex ε−1

Y (F) as an object of Dϕ(W )⊗Q is
equal to Li0∗crys(F)(SpecW,L0

W ), where L0
W is the log structure on W de-

fined by the prelog one L0 → k → W , the right arrow is the Teichmüller
section.36

(iii) For a map f : (Y ′,L′)/k′ → (Y,L)/k of data as above its ramification

index is a number e such that the map Z≥0 = L/O×
Y

f∗

→ L′/O×
Y ′ = Z≥0

is multiplication by e. One has Lf∗
crysεY (V

·, ϕ,N) = εY ′(V ·
K′

0
, ϕ, eN) where

V ·
K′

0
:= K ′

0 ⊗K0
V ·.

1.16. Hyodo-Kato theory. Let K be a p-adic field, i.e., a complete discretely
valued field of characteristic 0 with perfect residue field k = OK/mK . Let
L = LK be the canonical log structure on S = SK := SpecOK generated

35To check that the ϕ-action on I = tlR is strongly topologically nilpotent, use
the finite filtration I ⊃ tlI ⊃ t2l I ⊃ . . . ⊃ tnl I, where n is sufficiently large.

36By the theorem, it is enough to identify Li0∗crys(εY (V
·))(SpecW,L0

W ) :=
(εY 0(V ·))(SpecW,L0

W ) with V ·, for V · as in (b) of the proof. We identify
(SpecW,L0

W ) with the exact log pd-subscheme of (E,LE) whose ideal is gener-
ated by tl; then (εY 0(V ·))(SpecW,L0

W ) = (εY 0(V ·))(E,LE)⊗R W = V ·
R ⊗W = V ·

(the first equality is the crystal property), q.e.d.
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by prelog one OK � {0} → OK . As in 1.12, we have log Wn(k)-schemes
(S,L)n. Let v be the valuation on K normalized so that v(p) = 1; thus
v : Ln/(OK/pn)×

∼→ e−1
K Z≥0, where eK is the absolute ramification index,

i.e., the degree of K over K0 = FracW (k).
Let f : (Z1,M1) → (S1,L1) be a log smooth map of Cartier type

with (Z1,M1) fine and Z1 is proper over S1. By the theorem in 1.14,37

Rfcrys∗(OZ1/Zp
) is a nondegenerate perfect F-crystal on (S1,L1)crys. Let

f0 : (Z0
1 ,M0

1) → (S0
1 ,L0

1) be the pullback of (Z1,M1) by the exact em-
bedding i0 : (S0

1 ,L0
1) ↪→ (S1,L1), S

0
1 = Spec k, so Li0∗crysRfcrys∗(OZ1/Zp

) =
Rf0

crys∗(OZ0
1/Zp

) (see (1.11.1)).
Choose (Y,L) in 1.15 to be either of log k-schemes (S1,L1) and (S0

1 ,L0
1);

by the theorem in loc. cit., we have equivalences εS1
and εS0

1
= Li0∗crysεS1

.
We define the Hyodo-Kato complex38 RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1) ∈ Dϕ,N (K0) as
ε−1
S1

Rfcrys∗(OZ1/Zp
) = ε−1

S0
1
Rf0

crys∗(OZ0
1/Zp

) with operatorN replaced by e−1
K N .

Remark. The normalization of N was chosen to make the Hyodo-Kato
complex compatible with base change: If K ′ is a finite extension of K,
S′ = SpecOK′ , etc., and (Z ′

1,M′
1)/(S

′
1,L′

1) is the pullback of (Z1,M1),
then RΓHK(Z

′0
1 ,M′0

1 ) = RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1) ⊗ K ′
0 by (1.11.1) and Remark (iii)

in 1.15.

Let us show that the Hyodo-Kato complex controls, up to isogeny, the
relative log crystalline cohomology of base changes of f . Let θ : (S1̃,L1̃) →
(S1,L1) be a map of integral quasi-coherent log schemes, (E ,̃LẼ) = lim−→(Eñ,
LẼn) be a p-adic pd-thickening of (S1̃,L1̃) over W (k). Suppose S 1̃ is affine,
so we have a p-adic ring A equipped with a pd-ideal I such that SpecA/I =
S 1̃, Eñ = SpecAn, An := A/pn. Let f˜ : (Z 1̃,M1̃) → (S 1̃,L1̃) be the

θ-base change of f . Consider the A-complex RΓcrys((Z 1̃/E )̃logcrys,OZ 1̃/E )̃ =

holimnRΓcrys((Z 1̃/Eñ)
log
crys,OZ 1̃/Eñ

). Any endomorphism ϕ = ϕE˜of (E ,̃LẼ)
that lifts the Frobenius endomorphism of (S1̃,L1̃) and is compatible with ϕ
on W (k), acts naturally on our A-complex.

The datum of θ and (E ,̃LẼ) yields the Fontaine-Hyodo-Kato Ga-torsor
SpecAτ

Q over SpecAQ, AQ := A⊗Q.39 Namely, let Lθ̃ be the monoid of pairs
(l, l̃ ) where l ∈ L1 and l̃ ∈ Γ(E ,̃LẼ) lifts the pullback of l in L1̃. We usually
abbreviate (l, l̃ ) to l̃ and write v(l̃ ) := v(l) ∈ Q. Our Lθ̃ is an extension of
L1 by (1 + I)×, and there is a natural embedding k× ↪→ Lθ̃, a �→ (la, lã) :=
the images of the Teichmüller element [a] ∈ W (k)× in (OK/p)×, A×. Then

37applied to Z = Z1, Y = S1, and S =Spf (Zp).
38 Remark (ii) in 1.15 implies that this definition amounts to the original one

from [HK] §3.
39Cf. [K2] §3.
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Aτ
Q is an AQ-algebra equipped with a map of monoids log : Lθ̃/k

× → Aτ
Q

that coincides on (1+ I)× with the composition (1+ I)× → I → AQ → Aτ
Q,

where the left arrow is the logarithm defined by the pd structure, and such
that this datum is universal. Let N be the AQ-derivation of Aτ

Q such that
N(log(l̃ )) = −v(l̃ ). SinceN is locally nilpotent, SpecAτ

Q carries aGa-action
that integrates N (i.e., N acts as the standard generator of Lie Ga).

Lemma. (i) SpecAτ
Q is a Ga-torsor over SpecAQ.

(ii) Any Frobenius lifting ϕ = ϕE˜ as above acts naturally on Aτ
Q, and Nϕ =

pϕN .

Proof. Since v : (L1/k
×)gr ⊗ Q

∼→ Q, for any l̃ ∈ Lθ̃ with v(l̃ ) 	= 0 the
element log(l̃ ) freely generates Aτ

Q over AQ. This implies (i). Then ϕ acts
on Aτ

Q by transport of structure, and (ii) follows since v(ϕ(l̃ )) = pv(l̃ ).

The Hyodo-Kato complex carries a natural Ga-action that integrates
the nilpotent endomorphism N . Let RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1)
τ
AQ

be its twist by

the Fontaine-Hyodo-Kato torsor. Explicitly, RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1)
τ
AQ

= (RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,

M0
1) ⊗K0

Aτ
Q)

N=0, where N acts as N ⊗ id + id ⊗ N . Another description:
Any l̃ ∈ Lθ̃/k

× such that v(l̃ ) 	= 0 yields a trivialization sl̃ of the tor-
sor defined by the equation log(l̃ )(sl̃ ) = 0; one has sl′˜ = sl̃ + a, where
a = a(l̃ , l′̃ ) := v(l̃ )−1 log(l̃ )− v(l′̃ )−1 log(l′̃ ) ∈ AQ. Thus every l̃ as above
yields an identification αl̃ : RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1)⊗K0
AQ

∼→ RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1)
τ
AQ

, and

αl′˜= αl̃ exp(a(l
′̃ , l̃ )N).

Theorem. (i) The A-complex RΓcrys((Z 1̃/E )̃logcrys,OZ 1̃/E˜) is perfect, and

one has RΓcrys((Z 1̃/Eñ)
log
crys,OZ 1̃/Eñ

) = RΓcrys((Z 1̃/E )̃logcrys,OZ 1̃/E˜)⊗LZ/pn.
(ii) There is a canonical Hyodo-Kato quasi-isomorphism of AQ-complexes

(1.16.1) ι : RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1)
τ
AQ

∼→ RΓcrys((Z 1̃/E )̃logcrys,OZ 1̃/E˜)⊗Q.

If we have a Frobenius lifting ϕE˜, then ι commutes with its action.

Proof. (i) By the theorem in 1.11 and Exercise in loc. cit., Rfc̃rys ∗(OZ 1̃/Zp
)

is a perfect OS1̃/Zp
-crystal. Its value on (S 1̃, Eñ) equals RΓcrys((Z 1̃/Eñ)

log
crys,

OZ 1̃/Eñ
). So the latter complex is An-perfect and RΓcrys((Z 1̃/Eñ+1)

log
crys,

OZ 1̃/Eñ+1
) ⊗L

An+1
An = RΓcrys((Z 1̃/Eñ)

log
crys,OZ 1̃/Eñ

). This implies (i) since

RΓcrys((Z 1̃/E)logcrys,OZ 1̃/E˜) = holimnRΓcrys((Z 1̃/Eñ)
log
crys,OZ 1̃/Eñ

).
(ii) To define ι, it suffices to have isomorphisms ιl̃ = ιαl̃ : RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,

M0
1)⊗K0

AQ
∼→ RΓcrys((Z 1̃/E )̃logcrys,OZ 1̃/E˜)⊗Q such that ιl′˜= ιl̃ exp(a(l

′̃ ,
l̃ )N) for l̃ in a given nonempty subset of Lθ̃/k

×. We take the subset of
l̃ = (l, l̃ ) with v(l) = e−1

K .
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We use the notation of 1.15. Picking an element l ∈ L1/k
× such that

v(l) = e−1
K amounts to a choice of πl : (S1,L1) → (S0

1 ,L0
1) left inverse to

i0 : (S0
1 ,L0

1) ↪→ (S1,L1) (we assign to πl the π
∗
l -image of a generator l0 of L0

1).
Picking (l, l̃ ) ∈ Lθ̃/k

× amounts to a choice of a morphism of pd-thickenings
θl̃ : E˜→ E that extends πlθ (we assign to θl̃ the θ

∗
l̃ -image of the generator

tl0 of LE/k
×, see part (b) of the proof of the theorem in 1.15). By Remark (i)

in 1.15, Lπ∗
lcrysεS0

1
RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1)
∼→ Rfcrys∗(OZ1/Zp

)⊗Q, so, by the theorem

in 1.11, L(πlθ)
∗
crysεS0

1
RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1)
∼→ Rfc̃rys ∗(OZ 1̃/Zp

)⊗Q. Evaluating on

(S 1̃, Eñ) and using Exercise in 1.11, we get Lθ∗l̃ (εS0
1
(RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1))(S
0
1 , E))

∼→
RΓcrys((Z 1̃/E )̃logcrys,OZ 1̃/E˜)⊗Q. By part (b) of the proof of the theorem in
1.15, one has εS0

1
(RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1))(S
0
1 , E) = RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1) ⊗W (k) R, so the
previous isomorphism can be rewritten as identification RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1)⊗K0

AQ
∼→ RΓcrys((Z 1̃/E )̃logcrys,OZ 1̃/E˜)⊗Q, which is the promised ιl̃ .

The compatibility between ιl̃ ’s for different l̃ follows from the description
of the connection on εS0

1
(RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1))(S
0
1 , E) in terms of N , see the proof

of the theorem in 1.15. Precisely, it suffices to compare the compositions of
ιl̃ and ιl′˜ with a power of the Frobenius action on RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1). Choose
n such that lp

n

= l′p
n

. Then Frnπlθ = Frnπl′θ, hence we can compare ϕnθl̃
with ϕnθl′˜ integrating the connection, q.e.d.

Example. Let (Z,M) be a fine log scheme log smooth over (S,L) such
that Z is proper over S and (Z,M)1 = (Z1,M1) is of Cartier type over
(S,L)1. Consider θ = id(S1,L1) and (E,LE) = (S,L), so A = OK . Then

RΓ((Z1/Sn)
log
crys,OZ1/Sn

) = RΓ(Zn,Ω
·
(Z,M)n/(S,L)n) by (1.8.3) and the in-

variance property of crystalline topology. Thus RΓ((Z1/S)
log
crys,OZ1/S) =

RΓ(Z,Ω·
(Z,M)/(S,L)), and (1.16.1) becomes the classical Hyodo-Kato quasi-

isomorphism [HK] 5.1 (here ZK := Z ⊗OK
K)

(1.16.2) ιdR : RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1)
τ
K

∼→ RΓ(ZK ,Ω·
(ZK ,MK)/K).

1.17. Absolute crystalline cohomology of OK̄/p. Let (Y,NY ) be an integral
quasi-coherent log scheme over Z/p such that the monoidNY /O×

Y is uniquely
p-divisible. The next lemma was pointed to us by the referee:

Lemma. One has Ycrys = (Y,N )crys, i.e., every pd-thickening P of Y over
Z/pn carries a unique log structure NP .

Proof. Let us construct NP ; its uniqueness follows from Exercise below. Let

N (n)
Y be a copy of NY , and α(n) : N (n)

Y → OP be the map a �→ α̃(a)p
n

,
where α̃(a) is any lifting of α(a) ∈ OY to OP . This map is well defined
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(indeed, for b ∈ OY and c ∈ JP one has (b+ c)p
n

= bp
n

since cp ∈ pJP ). It
is a prelog structure on P ; our NP is the corresponding log structure. The

map N (n)
Y → NY , a �→ ap

n

, lifts the embedding Y ↪→ P to an embedding of
log schemes (Y,NY ) ↪→ (P,NP ), which is exact due to the condition of the
lemma.

Exercise. Show that NP satisfies the next universal property: For any (Z, T,
MT ) ∈ TZ/pn (see 1.3) every map of log schemes (Z,MZ) → (Y,NY ) and a
map of pd-thickenings T → P that restrict to the same map Z → Y lift in a
unique manner to a morphism log pd-thickenings (Z, T,MT ) → (Y, P,NP ).

As in 1.16, set K0 = FracW , where W = W (k), k is a perfect field. Let
K̄ be an algebraic closure of K0, OK̄ be its ring of integers, k̄ = OK̄/mK̄

the residue field. Let L̄ be the canonical log structure on S̄ := SpecOK̄

generated by the prelog structure OK̄ � {0} → OK̄ . Let v be the normalized
valuation on K̄, v(p) = 1, so we have v : L̄/O×

K̄
= L̄1/(OK̄/p)×

∼→ Q≥0.
Consider Fontaine’s ring Acrys from [F1] 2.2, 2.3. This is a p-adically

complete ring such that Acrysn = Acrys/p
n is a universal pd-thickening of

OK̄/p over Wn. Let Jcrysn be the pd-ideals, Acrysn/Jcrysn = OK̄/p. Set
Ecrysn := SpecAcrysn.

The log structure L̄1 on Spec (OK̄/p) = S̄1 satisfies the condition of
the lemma. So it extends in a unique manner to an integral log structure
Lcrysn on Ecrysn. By Exercise, the pd-thickening (S̄, L̄)1 ↪→ (Ecrysn,Lcrysn)
is universal, i.e., for (Z, T ) ∈ TWn

every map h : (Z,M) → (S̄, L̄)1 of log
k-schemes extends in a unique way to a TWn

-map hT : (Z, T ) → (S1, Ecrysn).
The Frobenius map ϕ lifts to (Ecrysn,Lcrysn) by universality.
The log structures Lcrysn are mutually compatible. Thus we have the log

structure Lcrys = lim←−Lcrysn on Ecrys = SpecAcrys such that Lcrys|Ecrysn
=

Lcrysn. Explicitly, the identifications Lcrysn|Ecrysm

∼→ Lcrysm for n ≥ m come

from the maps L̄(n)
1 → L̄(m)

1 , l �→ ϕn−m(l), and the log structure Lcrys comes

from the prelog one αϕ = lim←−α(n) : Lϕ := lim←−L̄(n)
1 → Acrys.

Exercise. One has Lϕ
∼→ {λ ∈ Lcrys : ϕ(λ) = λp}.40

Our (S̄1, Ecrysn) is a final object of the absolute crystalline site
(S̄1, L̄1)crys(n) (see 1.12) by Lemma, so for any sheaf F its global sections are
equal to F(S̄1, Ecrysn). The étale topology of Ecrysn is trivial, so the higher
cohomology vanish and

(1.17.1) RΓ((S̄1, L̄1)crys(n),F) = F(S̄1, Ecrysn).

40Hint: dimQp{b ∈ B+
crys : ϕ(b) = pb, b ∈ F 1} = 1.
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Thus for a sheaf F on (S̄1, L̄1)crys one has

(1.17.2) RΓ((S̄1, L̄1)crys,F) = F(S̄1, Ecrys) := holimnF(S̄1, Ecrysn).

In particular,

(1.17.3) RΓcrys(S̄, L̄)(n) = Acrysn, RΓcrys(S̄, L̄) = Acrys.

1.18. Absolute crystalline cohomology of log schemes over OK̄/p. Let f̄ :
(Z 1̄,M1̄) → (S̄1, L̄1) be a map of log schemes, its source is integral quasi-
coherent. Then for any sheaf F on (Z 1̄,M1̄)crys (see 1.12) one has a natural
identification

(1.18.1) RΓ((Z 1̄,M1̄)crys,F)
∼→ RΓ(((Z 1̄,M1̄)/(S̄1, Ecrys))crys,F).

Namely, consider f̄crys : (Z 1̄,M1̄)crys̃ → (S̄1, L̄1)crys̃; then the l.h.s. of (1.18.1)
is RΓ((S̄1, L̄1)crys, Rf̄crys∗F), the same is true for the r.h.s. by (1.17.2).

Let K ⊂ K̄ be a finite extension of K0, and θ = θK : (S̄, L̄) → (S,L) =
(SK ,LK) be the map defined by the embedding K ↪→ K̄. Suppose our
f̄ is the base change of f : (Z1,M1) → (S,L)1 by θ1, i.e., we have θZ1 :
(Z 1̄,M1̄) → (Z1,M1) such that the square (f̄ , f, θ1, θZ1) is Cartesian, and f
satisfies the properties from 1.16. Applying the theorem in 1.16 to S1̃ = S̄1,
E = Ecrys and using (1.18.1) for F = OZ 1̄/Zp

, we get (recall that B+
crys :=

Acrys ⊗Q; see 1.12 for the rest of the notation):

Theorem. (i) RΓcrys(Z 1̄,M1̄) is a perfect Acrys-complex, and RΓcrys(Z 1̄,
M1̄)(n) = RΓcrys(Z 1̄,M1̄)⊗L Z/pn = RΓcrys(Z 1̄,M1̄)⊗Acrys

Acrysn.
(ii) There is a canonical quasi-isomorphism of B+

crys-complexes

(1.18.2) ιcrys : RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1)
τ
B+

crys

∼→ RΓcrys(Z 1̄,M1̄)⊗Q

compatible with the action of ϕ.

Remarks. (i) The ring Aτ
crysQ from 1.16 equals Fontaine’s ring B+

st. Indeed, by

[F1] 3.1, B+
st is a B+

crys-algebra equipped with a monoid map log : Lcrys/k̄
× →

B+
st that equals the logarithm defined by the pd structure on (1+Jcrys)

×, and
such that this datum is universal. Since the evident map Lθ̃ → Lcrys yields

an isomorphism (Lθ̃/k
×)gr ⊗ Q

∼→ (Lcrys/k̄
×)gr ⊗ Q, the assertion follows.

The derivation N and the Frobenius action ϕ from 1.16 coincide with those
from [F1] 3.2.
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(ii) Suppose our f̄ is such that the datum of (K, (Z1,M1), θZ1) as
above exists, but we don’t want to specify one. All such data form a cat-
egory in an evident manner; since S̄1 is faithfully flat over S1, it is an or-
dered set, which we denote by Ξ1. In fact, Ξ1 is directed. For a morphism
(K ′, (Z ′

1,M′
1), θ

′
Z1) → (K, (Z1,M1), θZ1) in Ξ1, one has a canonical iden-

tification RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1) ⊗K0
K ′

0
∼→ RΓHK(Z

′0
1 ,M′0

1 ) (see Remark in 1.16),
and isomorphisms (1.18.2) are compatible with it. Set RΓHK(Z 1̄,M1̄) :=
lim−→Ξ1

RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1); this is a complex of (ϕ,N)-modules over Knr
0

41 func-

torial with respect to morphisms of X’s, and (1.8.3) provides a canonical
isomorphism compatible with the action of ϕ

(1.18.3) ιcrys : RΓHK(Z 1̄,M1̄)
τ
B+

crys

∼→ RΓcrys(Z 1̄,M1̄)⊗Q.

Since SpecB+
st is a Ga-torsor over SpecB+

crys (see Lemma in 1.16), (1.18.3)

amounts to a quasi-isomorphism of B+
st-complexes compatible with the ac-

tion of N and ϕ

(1.18.4) ιcrys : RΓHK(Z 1̄,M1̄)B+
st

∼→ RΓcrys(Z 1̄,M1̄)⊗L
Acrys

B+
st.

Here RΓHK(Z 1̄,M1̄)B+
st
:= RΓHK(Z 1̄,M1̄)⊗Knr

0
B+
st.

(iii) Suppose (Z 1̄,M1̄)/(S̄, L̄)1 is reduction mod p of a log scheme
(Z ,̄M )̄/(S̄, L̄). Assume that there exists a datum (K, (Z,M), θZ), where
K ⊂ K̄ is a finite extension of K0, (Z,M)/(S,L) is a log scheme that sat-
isfies conditions of Example in 1.16, and θZ : (Z ,̄M )̄ → (Z,M) is an
identification of (Z ,̄M )̄ with the θ-pullback of (Z,M). Again, such data
form a directed set Ξ, and the reduction mod p map Ξ → Ξ1 is cofinal. Iso-
morphisms (1.16.2) are compatible with morphisms in Ξ, and their Ξ-colimit
is a natural isomorphism (here Z¯̄K := Z ¯⊗OK̄

K̄)

(1.18.5) ιdR : RΓHK(Z 1̄,M1̄)
τ
K̄

∼→ RΓ(Z¯̄K ,Ω·
(Z ¯̄K ,M¯̄K)/K̄).

1.19. Log de Rham complex in characteristic 0. Let (Y,N ) be an integral
fine log scheme log smooth over a field F of characteristic 0, and Y 0 be the
open subset where the log structure is trivial. The embedding j : Y 0 ↪→ Y
is affine. The next result is due to Ogus [Og2] 1.3; the key idea of the proof
is borrowed from [D].

Theorem. If the sheaf of groups N gr/O×
Y has trivial torsion (e.g. if N

is saturated), then the natural map rY : Ω·
(Y,N )/F → j∗Ω·

Y 0/F is a quasi-
isomorphism.

41The maximal unramified extension of K0 in K̄.
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Proof. (i) We want to prove that Cone(rY ) is acyclic. This is a complex
of quasi-coherent OY -modules whose differentials are differential operators.
Let CY be corresponding complex of induced D-modules on Y , see [S]; here
D-modules on a singular variety are understood in the usual way (using
closed embeddings into a smooth variety). By loc. cit., Cone(rY ) is quasi-
isomorphic to the de Rham complex dR(CY ), so it suffices to show that CY

is acyclic. We proceed by induction by dimY .
(ii) Our claim is étale local, so, by [K1] 3.5, we can assume that Y =

SpecF [N ] for a fine monoid N , N comes from the N -chart. Since N gr/O×
Y

has trivial torsion, we can assume that Ngr has trivial torsion. Then T :=
SpecF [Ngr] is a torus which acts on Y , and Y 0 = T is the open orbit.

(iii) CY is acyclic outside Y T : For a closed y ∈ Y not fixed by T , let us
find an étale neighborhood U of y such that CU is acyclic. Pick n ∈ N �{0}
with α(n)(y) 	= 0 and then a 1-parameter subgroup G ⊂ T such that n|G is
nontrivial; set Z := α(n)−1({1}) ⊂ Y . Our U is G× Z → Y , (g, z) �→ g(z).
Since (U,NU ) = G× (Z,N|Z), CU is quasi-isomorphic to the pullback of CZ

by the projection U → Z; since CZ is acyclic by the induction assumption,
CU is acyclic.

(iv) By (iii), CY = i∗Ri!(CY ) where i : Y T ↪→ Y . Since Y T is a single
point if nonempty, Ri!(CY ) = RΓdR(Y,CY ), which is the cone of Γ(rY ) :
Γ(Y,Ω·

(Y,N )/F ) → Γ(T,Ω·
T/F ) since Y is affine. It remains to check that

Γ(rY ) is a quasi-isomorphism. The T -action on Y yields an Ngr-grading on
the complexes. Since Ωi

T/F = OT ⊗ ΛiNgr, the n-component Γ(T,Ω·
T/F )n,

n ∈ Ngr, equals F⊗Λ·Ngr with differential � �→ n∧�. Since Ωi
(Y,N )/F = OY ⊗

ΛiNgr, the map Γ(rY ) is injective and its image is the sum of components
Γ(T,Ω·

T/F )n for n ∈ N . We are done since Γ(T,Ω·
T/F )n is acyclic for n 	= 0,

hence for n ∈ Ngr �N .

2. The h-sheaf Acrys and the crystalline Poincaré lemma

2.1. The next general format will be of use. Let VarF be the category
of algebraic varieties over a field F (i.e., separated reduced F -schemes of
finite type). Let VarFh be the corresponding h-site (see [SV] or [B] 2.4); for
X ∈ VarF let Xh be the h-site of X. For a complex P of abelian groups we
denote by PVarFh

the corresponding complex of constant h-sheaves; as in [B]
(1.1.1), P ̂⊗Zp := holimnP ⊗L Z/pn, P ̂⊗Qp := (P ̂⊗Zp)⊗Q.

Let A be a complex of h-sheaves on VarF . Set A := A(SpecF ); one has
an evident canonical morphism AVarFh

→ A. We say that A is p-adically
constant if the map (A ⊗L Z/p)VarFh

= AVarFh
⊗L Z/p → A ⊗L Z/p is a

quasi-isomorphism in the derived category of h-sheaves D(VarFh).
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Remarks. (i) For a p-adically constant A the map (A ⊗L Z/pn)VarFh
→

A⊗L Z/pn is automatically a quasi-isomorphism for every n > 0.
(ii) p-adically constant complexes form a thick subcategory of D(VarFh).

Proposition. (i) For a p-adically constant A as above and X ∈ VarF , one
has canonical quasi-isomorphisms

(2.1.1) RΓ(Xh,A)⊗ Z/pn
∼→ RΓ(Xét,Z/p

n)⊗Z/pn (A⊗ Z/pn).

(ii) If, in addition, F is algebraically closed and p is prime to char F , then
one has a canonical quasi-isomorphism

(2.1.2) RΓ(Xh,A)̂⊗Zp
∼→ RΓ́et(X,Zp)⊗Zp

(Â⊗Zp).

If A is an E∞ algebra, then these are quasi-isomorphisms of E∞ algebras.

Proof. (i) (2.1.1) is the composition of canonical quasi-isomorphisms RΓ(Xh,
A) ⊗L Z/pn = RΓ(Xh,A ⊗L Z/pn)

∼← RΓ(Xh, A ⊗L Z/pn)
∼← RΓ(Xét,

A ⊗L Z/pn)
∼← RΓ(Xét,Z/p

n) ⊗L
Z/pn (A ⊗L Z/pn), the first

∼← comes from

Remark (i), the second one comes since, by Deligne’s cohomological descent,
the étale and h-cohomology with torsion coefficients coincide (see Remark
in [B] 3.4), the third one is [G] 3.3.

(ii) By the condition on F , the complex RΓ́et(X,Zp) := holimnRΓ(Xét,

Z/pn) is Zp-perfect andRΓ́et(X,Zp)⊗L
Zp
Z/pn

∼→ RΓ(Xét,Z/p
n). Thus (2.1.1)

can be rewritten as RΓ(Xh,A) ⊗L Z/pn
∼→ RΓ́et(X,Zp) ⊗L

Zp
(A ⊗L Z/pn).

Applying holimn, we get (2.1.2).

2.2. From now on K is a p-adic field as in 1.16. Let (V, V̄ ) be an ss-pair
over K̄, see [B] 2.2(c). As in [B] 3.2, we view it as a log W (k)-scheme with
underlying scheme V̄ . The final object Spec(K̄,OK̄) of Varss

K̄
is (S̄, L̄) (see

1.17), so (V, V̄ ) is a log scheme over (S̄, L̄).
As in 1.12, one has the absolute log crystalline complexes RΓcrys(V, V̄ )(n)

and RΓcrys(V, V̄ ) = holimnRΓcrys(V, V̄ )(n). By (1.17.3), RΓcrys(Spec(K̄,
OK̄)) = Acrys.

According to the lemma in [B] 4.1, there is a finite extension K of
K0, K ⊂ K̄, and a log smooth integral map f : (Z,M) → (S,L) =
(SpecOK ,LK) with f1 of Cartier type, together with an identification of
(V, V̄ )/(S̄, L̄) with the pullback of (Z,M)/(S,L) by θ : (S̄, L̄) → (S,L) (see
1.18). By (i) of Theorem in 1.18, one has:

Proposition. RΓcrys(V, V̄ ) is a perfect Acrys-complex and RΓcrys(V, V̄ ) ⊗L

Z/pn
∼→ RΓcrys(V, V̄ )(n).
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Remark. Enlarging K, we find that any finite diagram of (V, V̄ )’s comes
from a diagram of (Z,M)’s over common (S,L).

2.3. Let Acrys be h-sheafification of the presheaf (V, V̄ ) �→ RΓcrys(V, V̄ )
on Varss

K̄
(see [B] 2.6).42 This is an h-sheaf of E∞ Acrys-algebras on VarK̄

equipped with the Frobenius action ϕ. Since h-sheafification is exact,
Acrysn := Acrys⊗LZ/pn equals the h-sheafification of the presheaf (V, V̄ ) �→
RΓcrys(V, V̄ )(n) by Proposition in 2.2.

Theorem (the crystalline Poincaré lemma). Acrys is p-adically constant.

Proof. Since (Acrys 1)VarK̄h

∼→ H0Acrys 1, we need to show that H>0Acrys 1 =
0. It suffices to show that every (V, V̄ ) ∈ Varss

K̄
admits an h-covering (V ′, V̄ ′)→

(V, V̄ ) such that the map H>0RΓcrys(V, V̄ )(1) → H>0RΓcrys(V
′, V̄ ′)(1) van-

ishes. By the next lemma, any composition of dimV + 1 p-negligible h-
coverings (see [B] 4.3) does the job, so we are done by the theorem in [B]
4.3.

Let (V m+1, V̄ m+1)
ψm−→ . . .

ψ1−→ (V 1, V̄ 1) be p-negligible maps in Varss
K̄
.

Lemma. The composition τ>0RΓcrys(V
1, V̄ 1)(1) → τ>0RΓcrys(V

m+1, V̄ m+1)(1)
vanishes if m > dimV 1.

Proof of Lemma. Choose K and fi : (Zi,Mi) → (S,L) = (SpecOK ,LK)
for (V i, V̄ i) as in 2.2 so that ψi come from morphisms ψi : (Zi+1,
Mi+1) → (Zi,Mi) over (S,L). Since RΓ(Zi

1,Ω
a
(Zi,Mi)1/(S,L)1) = RΓ(Zi,

Ωa
(Zi,Mi)/(S,L))) ⊗L

OK
(OK/p) and ψi is p-negligible, we know that the ψ∗

i

morphisms RΓ(Zi
1,Ω

a
(Zi,Mi)1/(S,L)1) → RΓ(Zi+1

1 ,Ωa
(Zi+1,Mi+1)1/(S,L)1), a > 0,

and τ>0RΓ(Zi
1,OZi

1
) → τ>0RΓ(Zi+1

1 ,OZi+1
1

) vanish as maps in the derived

category of OK/p -modules.43 We are done now by (1.10.1), since the span
of the conjugate filtration on the source is [0, dimV 1].

2.4. For X ∈ VarK̄ set RΓcrys(X) := RΓ(Xh,Acrys). This is an E∞ Acrys-
algebra equipped with the Frobenius action ϕ. The Galois group Gal(K̄/K0)
acts on VarK̄ , and it acts on X �→ RΓcrys(X) by transport of structure. In
particular, if X is defined over an extension K ⊂ K̄ of K0, X = XK ⊗K

42To see Acrys explicitly, one computes the complex of presheaves (V, V̄ ) �→
RΓcrys(V, V̄ ) using Godement’s resolution, sheafifies it for the h-topology on Varss

K̄
,

and views the result as a complex of h-sheaves on VarK̄ .
43For OK̄/p is faithfully OK/p-flat and RΓ(Zi,Ωa

(Zi,Mi)/(S,L)) are OK/p-perfect
complexes.
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K̄, then Gal(K̄/K) acts naturally on RΓcrys(X). We write Hn
crys(X) :=

HnRΓcrys(X).
By the theorem in 2.3, the proposition in 2.1 provides canonical quasi-

isomorphisms of E∞ Acrysn-algebras

(2.4.1) RΓcrys(X)⊗L Z/pn
∼→ RΓ(Xét,Z/p

n)⊗L
Z/pn Acrysn

and, since Acrys
∼→ Acryŝ⊗Zp, a canonical quasi-isomorphism of E∞ Acrys-

algebras

(2.4.2) RΓcrys(X)̂⊗Zp
∼→ RΓ́et(X,Zp)⊗Zp

Acrys.

2.5. To control RΓcrys(X) ⊗ Q, we use its connection with the de Rham
cohomology provided by the Hyodo-Kato theory:

For an ss-pair (V, V̄ ) over K̄, set RΓHK(V, V̄ ) := RΓHK((V, V̄ )1), see Re-
mark (ii) in 1.18. By loc. cit., one has natural isomorphisms ιcrys :

RΓHK(V, V̄ )τ
B+

crys

∼→ RΓcrys(V, V̄ ) ⊗ Q, ιdR : RΓHK(V, V̄ )τ
K̄

∼→ RΓdR(VK̄ , V̄K̄).

Let AHK be h-sheafification of the presheaf (V, V̄ ) �→ RΓHK(V, V̄ ) on Varss
K̄
;

this is an h-sheaf of E∞ Knr
0 -algebras on VarK̄ equipped with ϕ-action and

locally nilpotent derivation N such that Nϕ = pϕN . For X ∈ VarK̄ set
RΓHK(X) := RΓ(Xh,AHK), H

n
HK(X) := RΓHK(X). We get canonical quasi-

isomorphisms44

(2.5.1)
ιcrys : RΓHK(X)τB+

crys

∼→ RΓcrys(X)⊗Q, ιdR : RΓHK(X)τK̄
∼→ RΓdR(X)

compatible with the Gal(K̄/K0)-action; here
τ
B+

crys
, τ
K̄

are the crystalline and

de Rham Fontaine-Hyodo-Kato twists (they commute with the passage to
h-sheafification and RΓ).

Proposition. (i) For any (V, V̄ ) ∈ Varss
K̄

the canonical maps RΓcrys(V, V̄ )⊗
Q → RΓcrys(V )⊗Q, RΓHK(V, V̄ ) → RΓHK(V ) are quasi-isomorphisms.
(ii) For every X ∈ VarK̄ the cohomology groups Hn

crys(X)⊗Q, Hn
HK(X) are

free B+
crys-modules, resp. Knr

0 -vector spaces, of rank equal to dimHn
ét(X,Qp).

The same is true for the relative cohomology groups for a map of varieties.

Proof. (i) The map RΓdR(V, V̄ ) → RΓdR(V ) is a quasi-isomorphism by
usual mixed Hodge theory (see (i) of the proposition in [B] 3.4). Using ιdR, we
see that RΓHK(V, V̄ )

∼→ RΓHK(V ); applying ιcrys, we get RΓcrys(V, V̄ )⊗Q
∼→

RΓcrys(V )⊗Q.

44Here RΓdR is Deligne’s version of the de Rham cohomology, see [B] 3.4.
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(ii) One has dimK̄ Hn
dR(X) = dimHn

ét(X,Qp) (see (ii) of the proposition
in [B] 3.4). Now use ιdR and ιcrys as in (i).45 Ditto for the relative cohomology.

Exercise. Assertion (ii) remains valid for any finite diagram of varieties.

2.6. Assertion (i) of the above proposition can be generalized as follows.
Let (Z,M)/(S,L) be as in Example at the end of 1.16 with K a subfield of
K̄. Denote by (Z ,̄M )̄ the pullback of (Z,M) by (S̄, L̄) → (S,L) (see 1.17,
1.18 for the notation), by (X̄,MX̄) the generic fiber of (Z ,̄M )̄, i.e., the
pullback of (Z,M) to K̄, and by X ⊂ X̄ the open subset of triviality of the
log structure. Let us define canonical maps

(2.6.1) RΓcrys(Z ,̄M )̄ → RΓcrys(X), RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1) → RΓHK(X).

Consider the arithmetic pair (X,Z )̄ over K̄, and pick any h-hypercovering
(V·, V̄·) of (X,Z )̄ by ss-pairs (see [B] §2). One has an evident map of
log schemes46 (X,Z )̄ → (Z ,̄M )̄, so (V·, V̄·) is a simplicial log scheme over
(Z ,̄M )̄. Our maps are compositions RΓcrys(Z ,̄M )̄ → RΓcrys(V·, V̄·) →
RΓcrys(V·)

∼← RΓcrys(X) and RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1) → RΓHK(Z ,̄M )̄ →
RΓHK(V·, V̄·) → RΓHK(V·)

∼← RΓHK(X).
Suppose the sheaf of groups Mgr

X̄
/O×

X̄
has trivial torsion (e.g. MX̄ is

saturated).

Proposition. The maps of (2.6.1) yield quasi-isomorphisms RΓcrys(Z ,̄

M )̄⊗Q
∼→ RΓcrys(X)⊗Q, RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1)⊗K0
Knr

0
∼→ RΓHK(X).

Proof. Our maps are compatible with identifications ιcrys of (1.18.2) and
(2.5.1), so it suffices to check the claim for RΓHK. Due to isomorphisms
ιdR of (1.16.2) and (2.5.1), it is enough to show that the restriction
RΓ(X̄,Ω·

(X̄,MX̄)/K̄
) → RΓ(X,Ω·

X/K̄
) = RΓdR(X) is a quasi-isomorphism,

which follows from Ogus’ theorem in 1.19.

3. The Fontaine-Jannsen conjecture

3.1. For X ∈ VarK̄ we define the crystalline period map

(3.1.1) ρcrys : RΓcrys(X) → RΓ́et(X,Zp)⊗Zp
Acrys

45 Hn
crys(X)⊗Q is a free B+

crys-module being a twist of Hn
HK(X)⊗Knr

0
B+

crys by a
trivial torsor.

46We view pairs as log schemes as in [B] 3.2.
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as the composition of the evident map RΓcrys(X) → RΓcrys(X)̂⊗Zp with
identification (2.4.2). Composing ρcrys ⊗ Q with isomorphism ιcrys from
(2.5.1), we get

(3.1.2) ρHK : RΓHK(X)τB+
crys

→ RΓ́et(X,Qp)⊗Qp
B+
crys.

These are morphisms of E∞ Acrys- and B+
crys-algebras equipped with the

Frobenius action ϕ (it acts on the target via the second factor). The Galois
group Gal(K̄/K0) acts on VarK̄ and all the functors; ρcrys, ρHK are compat-
ible with this action. Thus if X is defined over an extension K ⊂ K̄ of K0,
X = XK ⊗K K̄, then Gal(K̄/K) acts on both terms of (3.1.1), (3.1.2) and
ρcrys, ρHK commute with the Galois action.

3.2. We use the notation from 1.17. Below Qp/Zp(1) is the subgroup of

p∞-roots of 1 in O×
K̄
, so Qp(1) is projective limit of the system . . .

p→
Qp/Zp(1)

p→ Qp/Zp(1). Thus one has an embedding Qp(1) ↪→ Lϕ, (ε
(n)) �→

(ε(n)mod pOK̄) ∈ Lϕ, hence a canonical embedding Qp(1) ↪→ A×
crys. The

image of Zp(1) lies in (1+Jcrys)
×; applying log : (1+Jcrys)

× → Jcrys, we get
l : Zp(1) ↪→ Jcrys ⊂ Acrys. As in [F1] 2.3.4, set Bcrys := Acrys[l(t)

−1], where t
is a generator of Zp(1). Inverting l(t) implies inverting p,47 so Bcrys ⊃ B+

crys.

Theorem. The Bcrys-linear extensions of ρcrys and ρHK are quasi-

isomorphisms: for any X ∈ VarK̄ one has ρcrys : RΓcrys(X) ⊗Acrys
Bcrys

∼→
RΓ́et(X,Qp)⊗ Bcrys, ρHK : RΓHK(X)τBcrys

∼→ RΓ́et(X,Qp)⊗ Bcrys.

Proof. It is very similar to that of the ρdR counterpart in [B] 3.6: there is a
calculation for circle (Lemma below), the rest comes by a general functori-
ality argument.

(a) The case of X = Gm = P1�{0,∞}: Let t be the standard parameter
on Gm, and Ḡm be P1 viewed as a Gm-equivariant compactification of Gm.
So (GmK̄ , ḠmS̄) is an ss-pair over K̄; denote the corresponding log S̄-scheme
by YS̄ . Its log structure is generated by L̄ and t. Let Ycrys be ḠmEcrys

equipped
with the log structure on ḠmEcrys

generated by t and Lcrys.
By (ii) of the proposition in 2.5, it suffices to consider the group H1.

Consider the canonical map RΓcrys(YS̄) → RΓcrys(GmK̄). Since Ycrys is a
pd-smooth object of (YS̄1

/(Ecrys,Lcrys))crys, the RΓ of its de Rham complex
equals RΓcrys(YS̄) (see (1.8.1), (1.18.1)), so H1

crys(YS̄) is a free Acrys-module
generated by d log t. By (i) of the proposition in 2.5, H1

crys(GmK̄) ⊗ Q is a
free B+

crys-module generated by the image of d log t. Let κ be the canonical

47For the pd structure on Jcrys provides p
−1l(t)p ∈ Jcrys.
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generator ofH1
ét(GmK̄ ,Zp(1)) = H1

ét(GmK̄ ,Zp)⊗Zp(1); applying l : Zp(1) ↪→
Acrys, we get l(κ) ∈ H1

ét(GmK̄ ,Zp)⊗Acrys. It remains to prove:

Lemma. One has ρcrys(d log t) = l(κ).

Proof of Lemma. We do mod pn computation. Let Gm̃ be a copy of Gm with
parameter t̃, and π : Gm̃ → Gm be the map π∗(t) = t̃p

n

. Then Gm̃K̄/GmK̄ is
a Z/pn(1)-torsor, and κn ∈ H1(GmK̄ét,Z/p

n(1)) is its class. The correspond-
ing Čech hypercovering is the twist of Gm̃K̄ by the universal Z/pn(1)-torsor
t over the simplicial classifying space B· of Z/pn(1), and κn comes from an
evident 1-cocycle on B·. Now π extends to an h-covering (Gm̃K̄ , Ḡm̃S̄) →
(GmK̄ , ḠmS̄) of ss-pairs; its t-twist π· : (Gm̃K̄ , Ḡm̃S̄)· → (GmK̄ , ḠmS̄) is an
h-hypercovering in Varss

K̄
. Changing the notation, we have π : Y ˜̄S → YS̄ and

π· : Y ˜̄S·
→ YS̄ . We want to check that π∗

·crys : RΓcrys(YS̄)(n) → RΓcrys(Y ˜̄S·
)(n)

sends d log t to l(κn). To do this, we extend π1· to a map of simplicial pd-
smooth thickenings P ·̃ → P· over Ecrysn.

Set P := Ycrysn, G := G
�
mEcrysn

(:= the pd-envelope of Gm at 1, see

1.2). Then G acts on P through G → Gm. Our P· is the twist of P by
the universal G-torsor over the simplicial classifying space BG·.48 Consider
now the -̃copies P˜and G .̃ Together with the G -̃action, P˜carries an action
of p−nZp via the composition p−nZp(1) ⊂ Qp(1) ↪→ A×

crys � A×
crysn =

Gm̃(Ecrysn), where ↪→ is the canonical embedding. Its restriction to Zp(1)
lands in (1+Jcrysn)

×, i.e., we have a homomorphism α : Zp(1) → G (̃Ecrysn).
Both actions combine into an action of the group pd-scheme G+ which is
an extension of (p−nZp/Zp)(1)Ecrysn

by G˜ defined as the pushout of 0 →
Zp(1) → p−nZp(1) → (p−nZp/Zp)(1) → 0 by α. Our P ·̃ is the twist of
P˜ by the universal G+-torsor over the simplicial classifyling space BG+·.
Extension G+ splits over S̄1 since α vanishes at S̄1 ⊂ Ecrysn, so we get
an exact embedding of simplicial log Ecrysn-schemes Y ˜̄S1· ↪→ P ·̃. The pd
structure on G˜ provides a pd structure on its ideal. Finally, the projection
π : P˜→ P and an evident “multiplication by pn” morphism π+ : G+ → G
yield a map πP · : P ·̃ → P· of pd-thickenings that extends π1·.

The pd-thickenings Pi and P ĩ are pd-smooth over Ecrysn, so, by (1.8.1),
(1.18.1), the map π∗

·crys : RΓcrys(YS̄)(n) → RΓcrys(Y ˜̄S·
)(n) coincides with

the pullback map π∗
P · : RΓ(P·,Ω·

P·
) → RΓ(P ·̃,Ω·

P ·̃
) between the total de

Rham complexes; here Ω·
? := Ω·

?/(Ecrys,Lcrys)n
. Now d log t ∈ Γ(P0,Ω

1
P0
) ex-

tends to a total 1-cocycle in Γ(P·,Ω·
P·
) by adding the component logχ ∈

Γ(P1,OP1
) which comes from the evident G-valued 1-cocycle χ on BG·. One

has π∗
P0(d log t) = pnd log t̃ = 0, and π∗

P1(logχ) comes from the 1-cocycle
log(χπ+) on BG·, which is l(κn), q.e.d.

48P· is equal to the simplicial object P∗ of (YS̄1
/(Ecrys,Lcrys)n)crys from 1.6.
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(b) Compatibility of ρcrys with the Gysin maps for codimension 1 closed
embeddings of smooth varieties: Let i : Y ↪→ X be such an embedding.
For any cohomology theory RΓ? we deal with, consider the cohomology with
supports RΓ?Y (X) := Cone(RΓ?(X) → RΓ?(X�Y ))[−1]. Recall a definition
of the Gysin isomorphism i∗ : RΓ?(Y )

∼→ RΓ?Y (X)[2]. (Here the Tate twist
(1) in the target is canceled due to specifics of the cohomology theories we
deal with, see below.)

Let L be the normal line bundle, i0 : Y ↪→ L its zero section. There
is a canonical identification η : RΓ?Y (L)

∼→ RΓ?Y (X) defined using the
deformation to normal cone construction. Namely, we have the diagram

(3.2.1)
L ↪→ X Ã1 ←↩ X
↑ i0 ↑ ↑ i
Y ↪→ YA1 ←↩ Y.

Here YA1 = Y × A1, X Ã1 is X × A1 with Y × {0} blown up, the bottom
embeddings are y �→ (y, 0), (y, 1). The arrows RΓ?Y (L) ← RΓ?YA1 (X Ã1) →
RΓ?Y (X) are quasi-isomorphisms (this is standard for RΓ́et, RΓdR;

49 the
assertion for RΓHK and RΓcrys ⊗ Q is deduced from that for RΓdR using
(2.5.1)). Their composition is η.

One has i∗ := ηi0∗, so it suffices to define i0∗. The projection L →
Y makes RΓ?Y (L) an RΓ?(Y )-module, and i0∗ is a morphism of RΓ?(Y )-
modules. Thus to define i0∗, we need to specify the orientation class i0∗(1) ∈
H2

?Y (L)
∼← τ≤0(RΓ?Y (L)[2]) (here

∼← holds due to (ii) of the proposition in
2.5). If Y is connected, then H2

?Y (L) is a free module of rank 1 (see loc. cit.),

so, localizing Y , we can assume that L is trivialized. Then H2
?Y (L)

∼←
H1

? (GmK̄), and we define i0∗(1) to be d log t for RΓdR, RΓHK, RΓcrys ⊗ Q,
and l(κ) for RΓ́et(·,Qp) ⊗ Bcrys (see (a) for the notation). We have defined
i0∗, hence i∗. It is an isomorphism (standard for RΓ́et, RΓdR; the assertion
for RΓHK and RΓcrys ⊗Q is deduced from that for RΓdR using (2.5.1)). Our
i∗ commutes with the maps of (2.5.1) and, by lemma in (a), with ρcrys.

(c) The case of smooth projective X: We can assume thatX is connected,
dimX = d. Then H2d

? (X) is a free module of rank 1 (see (ii) of the proposi-

tion in 2.5), and the Poincaré duality pairing H i
?(X)×H2d−i

? (X) → H2d
? (X)

is nondegenerate (standard for RΓ́et, RΓdR; the assertion for RΓHK and
RΓcrys⊗Q is deduced from that for RΓdR using (2.5.1)). Since ρcrys is a mor-
phism of algebras, it is compatible with the Poincaré duality. This, together
with (ii) of the proposition in 2.5, implies that ρcrys : H i

crys(X) ⊗ Bcrys →
49Use purity to identify the arrows with RΓ?(Y ) ← RΓ?(YA1) → RΓ?(Y ).
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H i
ét(X,Qp) ⊗ Bcrys is an isomorphism for every i if this is true for i = 2d.

To check the latter assertion, consider the class c? ∈ H2
? (X) of hyperplane

section (defined using the corresponding Gysin map). Then cdét is a base in
H2d

ét (X,Qp)⊗ Bcrys, c
d
crys is a base in H2d

crys(X)⊗Q (by (2.5.1), since cddR is

a base in H2d
dR(X)). Now ρcrys(ccrys) = cét by (b), and we are done.

(d) The case when X is the complement to a strict normal crossings
divisor in a smooth projective variety: Checked exactly as in [B] 3.6, by
induction by the number of the components of the divisor using (c) and (b).

(e) The case of arbitrary X: Checked exactly as in [B] 3.6, using an
h-hypercovering of X by varieties as in (d).

3.3. The theorem in 3.2 implies the Fontaine-Jannsen conjecture. To see
this, we pull ρHK back to the Fontaine-Hyodo-KatoGa-torsor

50 SpecBst over
SpecBcrys to trivialize the twist, cf. (1.18.4). We get a canonical quasi-
isomorphism of Bst-complexes

(3.3.1) ρHK : RΓHK(X)⊗Knr
0
Bst

∼→ RΓ́et(X,Qp)⊗ Bst

compatible with the (ϕ,N)-action and with the Gal(K̄/K)-action on VarK̄ .
This is the identification asked for in [F2] §6.

Conjectures Cpst, Cst, and Ccrys (see [F2] 6.2.1, 6.2.7, 6.1.4) come as
follows:
(i) Suppose X is defined over a finite extension K of K0, K ⊂ K̄, so we have
XK over K and an identification X = XK ⊗K K̄. We get the Gal(K̄/K)-
action on RΓHK(X). By [F1] 4.2.4, Hn

HK(X) coincides with the subspace of
those elements in Hn

HK(X)⊗Knr
0
Bst whose stabilizers in Gal(K̄/K) are open,

hence, via (3.3.1), with the similar subspace of Hn
ét(X,Qp) ⊗ Bst. This is

conjecture Cpst.

(ii) Assume we are in the situation of 2.6. Then RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1)⊗K0
Knr

0
∼→

RΓHK(X) by the proposition in loc. cit., so Gal(K̄/K) acts trivially on
RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1). We get ρHK : RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1)⊗K0
Bst

∼→ RΓ́et(X,Qp)⊗Qp
Bst,

which is conjecture Cst.
(iii) Assume we are in the situation of 2.6, and (Z0

1 ,M0
1)/(S

0
1 ,L0

1) can be re-
alized as the pullback of a log scheme (Z0

1 ,M0
0) over S

0
1 = Spec k (with trivial

log structure) by the tautological map (S0
1 ,L0

1) → S0
1 . E.g. this happens if X

is smooth proper and XK has smooth model Z: then the log structure M0
0

is trivial. By the base change, RΓcrys(Z
0
1 ,M0

0)⊗Q
∼→ RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1), so N
acts trivially on the Hyodo-Kato cohomology, and ρHK from the theorem in
3.2 can be rewritten as RΓcrys(Z

0
1 ,M0

0)⊗W (k) Bcrys
∼→ RΓ́et(X,Qp)⊗ Bcrys,

which is conjecture Ccrys.

50Recall that Bst := B+
st ⊗B+

crys
Bcrys.
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3.4. In the rest of the section we show that the crystalline period map is
compatible with its derived de Rham cousin ρdR from [B]:

Theorem-construction. For any X ∈ VarK̄ there is a canonical isomor-
phism

(3.4.1) RΓdR(X)⊗K̄ B+
dR

∼→ RΓcrys(X)⊗Acrys
B+
dR,

compatible with the Galois action such that ρdR from [B] 3.5.4 is the compo-
sition of (3.4.1) with ρcrys⊗B+

dR : RΓcrys(X)⊗Acrys
B+
dR → RΓ́et(X,Qp)⊗B+

dR.

Proof. Let us fix notation. As in [B] 3.3, for any ss-pair (V, V̄ )

over K̄ we denote by RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ ) its absolute derived de Rham complex

RΓ(V̄ , LΩ· ˆ(V,V̄ )/W (k)). Set RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )n := RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ ) ⊗L Z/pn
∼→

RΓ(V̄ , LΩ· ˆ(V,V̄ )n/Wn(k)), where
∼→ is the base change identification, RΓ�

dR(V,

V̄ )̂⊗Zp := holimnRΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )n, RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp := (RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Zp) ⊗ Q.

These are F -filtered E∞ algebras, where “F -filtered” means that we view
them as mere projective systems of quotients modulo the terms of Hodge
filtration Fm. Below we consider the homotopy F -completions of these com-
plexes, which we denote by limF . So we have limFRΓ�

dR(V, V̄ )n =

holimm(RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )n/F

m), limFRΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Zp := holimm(RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Zp/

Fm) = holimm,n(RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )n/F

m), etc.

Recall that AdR = RΓ�
dR(Spec (K̄,OK̄)) (see the lemma in [B] 3.2). The

corresponding F -filtered algebras AdRn, AdR̂⊗Zp, AdR̂⊗Qp are acyclic in
degrees 	= 0 and their projections ·/Fm+1 → ·/Fm are surjective (see [B]
1.4, 1.5). Thus A♦

dRn := limFAdRn equals lim←−m
H0(AdRn/F

m), A♦
dR :=

limF (AdR̂⊗Zp) equals lim←−m
H0(AdR̂⊗Zp/F

m),51 and limF (AdR̂⊗Qp) =

lim←−H0(AdR̂⊗Qp/F
m) = B+

dR.
52 One has A♦

dRn=A♦
dR⊗Z/pn=A♦

dR⊗LZ/pn.

For any (V, V̄ ), the complex RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ ) is an F -filtered E∞ filtered AdR-

algebra, so limFRΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )n is an A♦

dRn-algebra, limF (RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp) is

a B+
dR-algebra, etc. In 3.5–3.7 below, we will construct the next natural

quasi-isomorphisms:
(a) In 3.5, we define an F -filtered quasi-isomorphism γ : RΓdR(V ) ⊗K̄

(AdR̂⊗Qp)
∼→ RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp. The filtration F on RΓdR(V ) is the Hodge-
Deligne filtration (see [B] 3.4); it is finite and gr·FRΓdR(V ) is a perfect K̄-
complex. Thus we have

(3.4.2) limFγ : RΓdR(V )⊗K̄ B+
dR

∼→ limF (RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp).

51By Example in 3.6 below, A♦
dR is the J [m]-topology completion of Acrys.

52So A♦
dR ⊗Q is dense in B+

dR, but not equal to it.
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(b) In 3.6, using the Illusie-Olsson comparison (see 1.9), we construct
a natural compatible system of ring homomorphisms Acrysn → A♦

dRn and

quasi-isomorphisms κn : RΓcrys(V, V̄ )(n) ⊗L
Acrysn

A♦
dRn

∼→ limFRΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )n.

The proposition in 2.2 yields RΓcrys(V, V̄ ) ⊗L
Acrys

A♦
dR

∼→ holimnRΓcrys(V,

V̄ )(n) ⊗L
Acrysn

A♦
dRn, so we get

(3.4.3) κ := holimnκn : RΓcrys(V, V̄ )⊗L
Acrys

A♦
dR

∼→ limF (RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Zp).

(c) Consider the evident AdR̂⊗Zp-linear map RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Zp →

RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp. In 3.7 we prove that the B+

dR-linear extension of its limF

is a quasi-isomorphism:

(3.4.4) (limF (RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Zp))⊗L

A♦
dR

B+
dR

∼→ limF (RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp).

Assuming (a)–(c), let us deduce the theorem. Consider RΓdR(V ) ⊗K̄

B+
dR

∼→ RΓcrys(V, V̄ )⊗L
Acrys

B+
dR defined as the composition ((3.4.3)⊗B+

dR)
−1

(3.4.4)−1(3.4.2). This is a quasi-isomorphism of presheaves on Varss
K̄
. Its h-

sheafification is a quasi-isomorphism of h-sheaves AdR⊗K̄B+
dR

∼→ Acrys⊗L
Acrys

B+
dR on VarK̄ (we use the notation of [B] 3.4); applying RΓ(Xh, ·), we get

(3.4.1). The construction is natural, so it commutes with the Galois action.
The final property is evident from the constructions of ρcrys and ρdR. We
are done.

3.5. We consider (a) above. Recall that we have a filtered quasi-isomorphism

RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )⊗Q

∼→ RΓdR(V ), so the evident mapRΓ�
dR(V, V̄ ) → RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗
Zp yields the morphism of F -filtered K̄-algebrasRΓdR(V ) → RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp.

Let γ : RΓdR(V )⊗K̄ (AdR̂⊗Qp) → RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp be its AdR̂⊗Qp-linear ex-

tension.

Lemma. γ is a filtered quasi-isomorphism.

Proof. By [B] (4.2.1), grmF RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ ) carry a finite filtration I· and we have

an identification grIagr
m
F RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ ) = RΓ(V̄ ,Ωa
〈V,V̄ 〉)[−a] ⊗L

OK̄
grm−a

F AdR.

Here Ωa
〈V,V̄ 〉 := Ωa

(V,V̄ )/(S̄,L̄) are relative differential forms with log singulari-

ties. The Ia’s are gr·FAdR-submodules of gr·FRΓ�
dR(V, V̄ ) and the identifica-

tion is gr·FAdR-linear.
Since RΓ(V̄ ,Ωa

〈V,V̄ 〉) is a perfect OK̄-complex, applying ·̂⊗Qp yields a fi-

nite filtration I· on grmF RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp together with a gr·FB

+
dR-linear iden-

tification grIagr
m
F RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp = ⊕
m≥a≥0

RΓ(V̄ ,Ωa
〈V,V̄ 〉)[−a]⊗OK̄

grm−a
F B+

dR.
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One also has an evident gr·FB
+
dR-linear identification grmF (RΓdR(V ) ⊗K̄

(AdR̂⊗Qp)) = ⊕a gr
a
F (RΓdR(V ))⊗K̄grm−a

F B+
dR = ⊕

m≥a≥0
RΓ(V̄ ,Ωa

〈V,V̄ 〉)[−a]⊗OK̄

grm−a
F B+

dR.

Since gr·Fγ sends graFRΓdR(V ) to Iagr
a
FRΓ�

dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp = graFRΓ�
dR(V,

V̄ )̂⊗Qp, it sends graFRΓdR(V ) ⊗ gr·FB
+
dR to Iagr

·+a
F RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ )̂⊗Qp. The

lemma follows if we check that graFRΓdR(V ) ⊗ gr·FB
+
dR → grIagr

·+a
F RΓ�

dR(V,

V̄ )̂⊗Qp is a quasi-isomorphism. By the above, it suffices to do this for · = 0.

Here it is evident: the projection RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ ) → RΓ(V̄ ,Ω·

〈V,V̄ 〉) provides,

after applying graF · ̂⊗Qp, the inverse map.

3.6. Let us consider (b) in 3.4. The log schemes (V, V̄ )n/Wn satisfy the

condition of Remark (i) in 1.9, so we get canonical morphisms

(3.6.1) κn : RΓcrys(V, V̄ )(n) → limFRΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )n.

Here κn is projective limit of κm,n : RΓcrys(V, V̄ )(n) → RΓ�
dR(V, V̄ )n/F

m,

where κm,n is the compositionRΓcrys(V, V̄ )(n)
∼→ RΓ(((V, V̄ )n/Wn)crys,O) →

RΓ(((V, V̄ )n/Wn),O/J [m])
∼→ RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ )n/F
m, the first

∼→ comes from

Remark (i) in 1.12, the second
∼→ is the inverse to the Illusie-Olsson isomor-

phism (1.9.2).

Example. For (V, V̄ ) = Spec (K̄,OK̄), our κn is a canonical map Acrys n →
A♦

dRn. By Illusie-Olsson (see 1.9), it identifies Acrysn/J
[m]
n with AdRn/F

m,

where Jn is the kernel of the projection Acrysn � ÔK̄/pn. Thus A♦
dR is the

completion of Acrys with respect to the J [m]-topology.

Proposition. The A♦
dRn-linear extension of κn is an isomorphism: one has

(3.6.2) RΓcrys(V, V̄ )(n) ⊗L
Acrysn

A♦
dRn

∼→ limFRΓdR(V, V̄ )n.

Proof. By Proposition in 2.2, the l.h.s. in (3.6.2) equals holimmRΓcrys(V,

V̄ )(n) ⊗L
Acrysn

(Acrysn/J
[m]
n )

∼→ holimmRΓ(((V, V̄ )n/(S̄n,Acrysn/J
[m]
n ))crys,

OV̄n/(Acrysn/J
[m]
n )) by base change and (1.18.1). Since (V, V̄ )n is log smooth

over (S̄, L̄)n, the Hodge-pd filtration on Ω·
V̄n/(Acrysn/J

[m]
n )

is finite (in fact,

FNΩ·
V̄n/(Acrysn/J

[m]
n )

vanishes for N ≥ dimV + m), so the above comple-

tion equals the completion for the Hodge-pd filtration, which is the r.h.s. of

(3.6.2) by the Illusie-Olsson theorem in 1.9.
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3.7. Consider finally (c) in 3.4. Using (3.4.2) and (3.4.3), the map (3.4.4)
can be rewritten as φ : RΓcrys(V, V̄ ) ⊗L

Acrys
B+
dR → RΓdR(V ) ⊗K̄ B+

dR. Both

terms are perfect B+
dR-complexes (see Proposition in 2.2) and B+

dR is a dvr,
so to prove that φ is a quasi-isomorphism it suffices to check that its pullback
φCp

: RΓcrys(V, V̄ )⊗L
Acrys

Cp → RΓdR(V )⊗K̄ Cp to B+
dR/mdR = Cp is a quasi-

isomorphism. We use 2.2 and the notation in loc. cit. By (1.18.1) and base
change, one has RΓcrys(V, V̄ )⊗L

Acrys
ÔK̄

∼→ RΓ(Z,Ω(Z,M)/(S,L))⊗L
OK

ÔK̄ , hence

RΓcrys(V, V̄ )⊗L
Acrys

Cp
∼→ RΓdR(V )⊗K̄Cp. Comparing it with the definition of

κ in (3.4.2), we see that this identification equals φCp
, and we are done.

Index of notation

(Z,M), (Z,M)int, Mgr, A
(1)
(S,L) 1.1; S�, G� 1.2; TS� , CS� 1.3; OZ/S , JZ/S ,

ulogZ/S , fcrys, ((Z,M)/S�)crys, (Z/S)
log
crys 1.5; (U, T∗), C·F 1.6; Ω·

(U,T )/S , Ω
·
Z/S ,

Fm, ∇(Z,P ) 1.7; LΩ·
(Z,M)/(S,L) 1.9; FrT , Fr′T , C 1.10; Dpcr 1.11; in, F(n),

(Z,M)crys, (Z,M)crys(n), RΓcrys(Z,M)(n), RΓcrys(Z,M), H i
crys(Z,M),

(Z,M)n 1.12;Rϕ-mod, Hom�
Rϕ
,Dϕ(R),Rprf

ϕ -mod,Dprf
ϕ (R)nd 1.13;Dpcr

ϕ (Z/S),

Dpcr
ϕ (Z/S)nd,Dϕ((Z/S)

log
crys,OZ/S) 1.14;K0, εY ,D

pcr
ϕ (Y )nd, Hom�

ϕ,N , (ϕ,N)-

mod, (ϕ,N)eff-mod, Dϕ,N (K0), Dϕ,N (K0)
eff 1.15; RΓHK(Z

0
1 ,M0

1), A
τ
Q, ιdR,

RΓHK(Z
0
1 ,M0

1)
τ
AQ

1.16; Acrys, Jcrys, Ecrys, Lcrys, Lϕ 1.17; RΓHK(Z 1̄,M1̄),

B+
crys, ιcrys, B

+
st,K

nr
0 1.18; ·̂⊗Zp, ·̂⊗Qp 2.1; VarssK̄ ,RΓcrys(V, V̄ ),RΓcrys(V, V̄ )(n)

2.2; Acrys 2.3; RΓcrys(X), Hn
crys(X) 2.4; AHK, RΓHK(X), Hn

HK(X), RΓdR(X),

RΓHK(X)τ
B+

crys
, RΓHK(X)τ

K̄
2.5; ρcrys, ρHK 3.1; RΓ�

dR(V, V̄ ), limF , AdR, A
♦
dR

3.4.
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